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ABSTRACT

A terrestrial robotic electrophysiology platform has been developed that can hold

a moth (Manduca sexta), record signals from its brain or muscles, and use these

signals to control the rotation of the robot. All signal processing (electrophysiology,

spike detection, and robotic control) was performed onboard the robot with custom

designed electronic circuits. Wireless telemetry allowed remote communication with

the robot. In this study, we interfaced directionally-sensitive visual neurons and

pleurodorsal steering muscles of the mesothorax with the robot and used the spike

rate of these signals to control its rotation, thereby emulating the classical optomotor

response known from studies of the fly visual system. The interfacing of insect

and machine can contribute to our understanding of the neurobiological processes

underlying behavior and also suggest promising advancements in biosensors and

human brain-machine interfaces.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation describes a system developed to interface an insect and a machine,

such that bioelectric signals from the insect are interpreted by a central processing

unit and used to control a terrestrial robot. The insect chosen for this study was

the large hawkmoth Manduca sexta. Its large size (up to 2.75 inches in length)

and well-mapped neural and flight muscle system makes it an excellent candidate

for electrophysiological studies of the brain or muscle, or both. Our system was

developed to be controlled by either responses from one or more neurons (via an ex-

tracellular tungsten electrode) or a muscle (via a thin copper wire electrode). The

robot carried an electrophysiology printed circuit board (PCB) with three extra-

cellular amplifier channels and a microcontroller. This system was able to detect

spikes, calculate the spike rate of bioelectric signals and send binary commands to

the robot. The moth-machine hybrid was largely developed and tested in a cylindri-

cal arena of similar nature to those used for classical insect optokinetic studies. The

novelty of this system is its potential use for closed-loop studies of neural systems

while also providing mechanosensory feedback related to turning. Projected as an

application in the future design of robotics, the present system contributes to the
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area of study of biosensors and brain-machine interfacing.

1.1 Biology and Control Theory

Brains remain the most complex, and least understood, computing systems. The

most complex of brains, that of ourselves, underlies personalities, behaviors,

thoughts, memories and social interactions. Yet, because of ethical limitations it is

essentially off limits for experimental manipulation. Also, its enormous complexity

raises numerous challenges to our understanding: from relatively simple sensorimo-

tor integrative functions to the most complex functions of memory and intellect.

In order to better understand the general mechanisms that apply to brains, both

human and animal, we are obliged to use non-human model systems. This is on the

assumption that there has been one evolutionary origin of all nervous systems, im-

plying commonalities of neuronal function across animal phyla (Denes et al., 2007).

Invasive experiments, such as those that penetrate the brain to record electrical

and/or chemical signals, cannot of course be performed in humans. However, these

types of experiments are important because insights gained from these can help

explain the mechanisms that control psychophysical behaviors. Our understanding

of how nerve cells and nervous systems work are based on knowledge gained from

such invasive experiments. Studies using animal model systems can contribute to

therapies for human diseases in cases where neuronal mechanisms are dysfunctional.
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In the field of neuroethology, which is a discipline of neuroscience, the ultimate

goal is to understand the neural basis that underlies the generation and control of

behaviors, ranging from sensory perception and central processing, to motor out-

puts. Investigations in this field usually are based on identifiable, quantifiable and

stereotypical behaviors displayed by an animal. To investigate these neural mecha-

nisms, one can either begin by looking at the neuroanatomy and physiology to infer

how the neuronal architecture might lead to behaviors or one can design behavioral

experiments that can be used to infer qualities of the neural pathways without actu-

ally resolving them as structures. However, the most informative methods employ

a combination of anatomical, behavioral, electrophysiological, pharmacological or

ablation techniques (including genetic modifications of brains or neurons in animals

amenable to these approaches).

Needless to say, even those experiments that attempt to combine any of these

techniques are likely to be limited. For example, a trivial phenomenon such as

mechanical vibrations can present huge challenges in electrophysiological record-

ing. This is because intra- and extracellular recordings are sensitive to vibrations

and most preparations require the experimental animal to be fixed in place, semi-

mobile and constrained on an anti-vibration table. Although such preparations

usually do not interfere with primary sensory areas, and are therefore suited for

single cell studies of primary sensory systems, they leave much to be desired when
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it comes to relating the responses of single neurons to a natural behavior, even at

the level of multijoint movement. Few behaviors remain intact under such con-

strained conditions, an example being the jamming avoidance responses of electric

fish (Heiligenberg, 1991). In general, physical restriction of the animal preparation

will present problems, because the animal and its sensory neurons may respond to

stimuli differently than they would in the unconstrained animal (Hitschfeld et al.,

2009).

As an animal navigates in an environment, its behavior is controlled and coor-

dinated by sensory-motor loops between the perception of stimuli, their processing

by the central nervous system (including integration of the ambient context of envi-

ronmental conditions and previous experience), the execution of motor actions, and

sensory feedback to the brain about those actions. While empirical models based

on experimental data are a useful basis for investigations of neural information cas-

cades, mathematical models require precise identification and rigorous definition of

vague concepts and can therefore lead to an understanding of the dynamics of the

neural system in question. A subfield of engineering that can be usefully applied

for creating models of neural sensory motor loops is called Control Theory. Con-

trol Theory has a framework for approaching problems that break complex systems

into individual components, including feedback, and analyzing how these affect the

dynamics of the system as a whole (Kuo, 1991).
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At its most rudimentary level, Control Theory begins with conceptualizing a

system as a black box with inputs and outputs. The types of inputs the system

responds to and the form of the outputs it generates are directly related to what

is inside the black box. To get a basic understanding of what is inside this black

box, one can first investigate the response of the system to changing conditions (also

known as transient analysis) and constant conditions (also known at the steady-state

response; Kuo, 1991). When the input to the system is suddenly changed from one

state to another, the output will also change over a transitory time-period before

settling to a steady response pattern. Given a single system, one can begin to imag-

ine that many systems can be linked, with the outputs of one system becoming the

inputs of others. Furthermore, information from one system can serve as feedback

to others. An entire system of interconnected components can be modeled given

knowledge of the individual parts.

Phenomenologically speaking, living organisms are also systems with inputs, out-

puts and many computational networks between. Organisms with visual, olfactory,

or other sensory systems receive input from their environment and form internal

representations of their world. Any sort of action, for example a motor behavior,

that is released by these sensory inputs can be considered as a response to these

particular inputs and can thus serve to analyze the organism’s input-output rela-

tion. Everything that happens in the transformation between information from the
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physical environment into sensory percepts and the corresponding behavior is anal-

ogous to a black box in Control Theory. Perhaps at the highest level of the analysis

of biological systems are human psychophysical studies. In these studies, the inner

workings of the human brain are probed with controlled sensory inputs while the

participants are asked to respond according to what they perceive. Neuroetholog-

ical studies of whole animal preparations, while not delving into what the animal

“thinks,” usually rely on a preparation, in which specific patterns of stimuli reliably

elicit behaviors. These studies nonetheless investigate the inner computations of

these reflexive behaviors.

1.2 Examples of Experimental Approaches in Biological Control Theory

To further illustrate the application of systems analysis to organisms, the physicist

Werner Reichardt was one of the first scientists to apply systems analysis to the

phenomenology of the insect’s response to visual motion in its environment (Flynn,

1999). As director of a Max Planck Institute, Werner Reichardt and his colleagues

pioneered systems analysis, using modern physics approaches, to study the relation-

ship between defined visual stimuli and quantifiable behavior of flies (Poggio, 1993).

His initial and famous work leading to the optomotor “motion detection circuit”

was done in collaboration with Bernard Hassenstein. Together the two developed

a mathematical model that largely predicted the way in which insects compensate
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their velocity to involuntary disturbances in their desired trajectory (Hassenstein

and Reichardt, 1951). These experiments were carried out by gluing a beetle to a

stick and placing it inside a rotatable drum. Rotating the drum caused the insect to

mistakenly perceive self-motion in the opposite direction. Whenever this occurred

the insect’s response was to compensate the undesired motion stimulus by walking in

the direction that would negate this perceived change in trajectory. The mathemat-

ical model to explain insect visuo-motor control was based on a delay-and-compare

operation of light intensity signals as measured by two neighboring photoreceptors:

the signal of one photoreceptor was delayed with a low pass filter and compared

by multiplication with a non-delayed signal of the other (Borst, 2000). In order to

get a fully directional model, first, two of these delay-and-compare operations were

paired in a mirror-symmetric fashion. Next the outputs of these operations were

subtracted.

In the analysis of a system there are four main items with which to be concerned:

namely, a description of the type of inputs, the type of outputs, the mathematical op-

eration of the system and the scalars that scale the mathematical operation. These

can form a sound understanding of the system’s dynamics. Using the Reichardt

model as an example, the input would be the light intensities from the visual envi-

ronment, the output would be the direction of turn (left or right), the mathematical

operation would be the delay-and-compare mechanisms, and the numerical values
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would be the cut-off frequencies assigned to the low pass filters as well as the dis-

tance between the photoreceptors. Scientists are usually confronted with a situation

in which the input and output are observable but the mathematical operation and

scalars - the inner computations - are not, much like the way it is with living organ-

isms. In order to approach a solution the scientist will isolate as well as possible the

individual components within the black box, and apply carefully designed patterns

of inputs and observe the outputs. If the scientist has designed the inputs carefully

and on a sound hypothesis, the results of the experiment will allow the scientist to

formulate a model with numerical constants. The observer will know the model is

successful when the results closely match the observed data and withstand future

experiments that attempt to disprove the model. Furthermore, a successful model

will lead to unforeseen predictions and insights.

It is the isolation of a particular component within a system that can be most

difficult. The structure of a central nervous system is microscopic, entangled and

fragile. Because of its complexity and vulnerability to destruction by physical prob-

ing, the individual components of a neural control system can be complicated to

decipher and difficult to isolate. While isolating the computational components

within an organism is difficult, it is not impossible. Investigations into the fly’s

optomotor response eventually gave way to discovering a set of nerve cells, named

lobula plate tangential cells, whose neural response correlates with the optomotor
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behavior (Collett and Blest, 1966; Bishop and Keehn, 1967; Dvorak et al., 1975).

Visual motion that covers large portions of the visual field modulates the activity of

these neurons. Furthermore, the response of these neurons fit well with Reichardt’s

correlation model thus strongly suggesting that these cells participate in the opto-

motor behavior that was also observed in flies.

In order to observe the electrophysiological response of these cells, the fly must

be securely fixed in place with its head tilted forward. Any sort of mechanical

disturbances must be strictly avoided since they make recording from these cells

difficult and highly unlikely. Studies on these cells represent the isolation of an

important computational step within the overall visual flight control of the fly. Much

is now known about the properties of these motion detection cells, such as signal

gain adaptation (Maddess and Laughlin, 1985) and their spatiotemporal receptive

fields (Weber et al., 2010). Although these results are important, most of what

is known about these cells was gathered while the insect was restrained. To put

this condition in terms of Control Theory, the results of studies on lobula plate

tangential cells were gathered under open-loop conditions, i.e. the output from the

neuron in question is not involved in the control of the insect’s behavioral nor are

its inputs equivalent to those under normal behavioral circumstances. While studies

under open-loop conditions are important, they provide a limited perspective if the

goal is to understand how the cell responds when the dynamics of their inputs are
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naturalistic or if the goal is to understand the neural basis of natural behavior.

Control Theory provides a framework for documenting the dynamics of systems

with mathematical operations. Closed-loop models can be predicted from the re-

sponse of components while they are static, i.e. under open-loop conditions. One

example is the modeling results of Drosophila flight that integrates the dynamics of

the visual system and the aerodynamics of the wings and body (Reiser et al., 2005).

The advantage of closed-loop models is that they can be quite complex and integrate

several input and output lines, while also including many intermediary feed-forward

and feed-back processing steps. Ultimately, accurate modeling of a system makes a

strong statement about the level of understanding of its internal workings.

1.3 Brain-Machine Interfacing

A very important advance in the field of medical devices is the creation of brain-

machine interfaces (BMI; also known as brain-computer interfaces). In brain-

machine interfaces, neural signals that represent a subject’s particular intention

or mental task are acquired, processed and interpreted by a computer. This in-

formation is then used to control a machine (e.g. an artificial limb). Born of the

extensive knowledge of basic neural coding principles developed by neuroscientists

and the advances in computers, mathematics and robotics, brain-machine interfaces

promise new directions in the augmentation of human abilities as well as signifi-
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cantly improving the lives of physically disabled people. The device being controlled

by the brain can either be a real machine, like a wheelchair or a robotic limb, or

it can be a virtual machine, like an alphabetic communication software or a web

browser. By providing an interaction link with the outside, people suffering from

motor disabilities due to traumatic lesions to the spinal cord, stroke, and degenera-

tive neuromuscular diseases will be able to regain many of their abilities that were

lost. Likewise, sensory functions can be restored by interfacing with the brain (e.g.

hearing aids based on cochlear implants).

There are many variations of neural signals that are currently being used as

sources for control signals. The neural signals available are intra-cortical multi-unit

activity, electrocorticogram, and electroencephalogram. The electroencephalogram,

which is acquired by electrodes placed on the surface of the scalp, is the best non-

invasive signal available at the moment. The other signals at the very least require a

craniotomy. Electrocorticograms are signals recorded by a grid of electrodes placed

on the surface of the cortex, which offers an improvement of signal quality over the

electroencephalogram whose signals must travel through the skull. The signal with

the highest spatial resolution is the intra-cortical signal, which is produced from

thin, sharp electrodes that penetrate into the brain. This renders this method of

signal acquisition the most invasive and most hazardous.

Two main branches of BMI fall under those that utilize EEG and those that
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utilize intracortical recordings (Millán et al., 2010). Both have their advantages and

disadvantages, and their respective advantages are sufficient enough to continue

research in these two directions. The advantage of EEG is that it is not invasive

and the signal at the surface of the scalp is good enough to be used for machine

control. The disadvantage is that the signal quality and information transmission

rate is quite low, which is mainly due to the sampling of neural ensembles having

nothing to do with the task at hand and the signal degradation caused by bone and

tissue between the brain and the electrode (Niedermeyer and Silva, 2005). The main

advantage of intracortical recordings is that they provide highly localized and specific

neural information. The main disadvantage with intracortical recordings is that they

require a highly invasive procedure that carries a risk of infection and permanent

tissue damage (Lebedev and Nicolelis, 2006). Scarring around the electrode and

tissue movement may also cause the intracortical signal to degrade. Ultimately

these two methods will probably be applied according to individual circumstances

and therefore research in these areas is necessary and important.

While the field of BMI has progressed tremendously since the first demonstra-

tion that cortical activity could be used to control a robotic manipulator (Chapin

et al., 1999), many problems must still be solved before BMIs are brought to clinical

trials and are marketed. There are major hurdles that the field of BMI must tackle

(Lebedev and Nicolelis, 2006). There are issues such as obtaining long-term record-
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ings from hundreds to thousands of neurons, developing computationally efficient

algorithms that translate neural activity into real-world actions, and learning how to

best take advantage of the brain’s ability to learn to control extracorporeal objects.

It is generally assumed that human BMIs will be composed of an implantable

component that will wirelessly transmit neural information transcutaneously to an-

other component that will do most of the heavy computing and machine control.

Within the scope of computationally efficient algorithms exists the drive to compress

the size of data extracted from the brain in order maximize the information trans-

mitted from within the body. Whether a BMI is detecting multi-unit activity, or a

single neuronal unit, the question of how to process and compress neural activity on

a single electrode is an important issue. Of particular interest has been the issue of

fast and efficient detection of spikes (Obeid and Wolf, 2004; Watkins et al., 2004).

1.4 Biosensors for Robots

For many years scientists and engineers have been investigating methods for using

insects as sensors. Insects are capable of being trained via classical conditioning

methods to exhibit behavioral changes in response to odors that have no natural

relevance to an insect’s survival (Rains et al., 2008). Many studies have demon-

strated that honey bees, moths and wasps can be trained to exhibit behavioral

responses, such as a foraging response or a proboscis extension response, to volatiles
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of explosives when the odor is associated with a food reward.

Insects sensory systems present several advantages over man-made electronic

sensors. For instance, insects have been shown to be more sensitive and energy

efficient than current man-made sensors. In a study that compared the olfactory

sensitivity limits of the wasp, as measured by their antennating search behavior,

and an electronic nose found that the wasp’s response limit was at least 74 times

more sensitive (Rains et al., 2004). Another study that compared the energy cost of

information transfer of a fly photoreceptor model to a silicon photoreceptor circuit

model determined that energetic costs of the silicon model were approximately 10

times higher (Abshire and Andreou, 2002). Therefore, besides using an entire insect

organism and its behavior as the indicator of a target signal source, scientists have

utilized insect primary sensory afferents as the sensor while excluding the rest of the

body. Such is the case with the antennae of the male silk moth. The male silk moth

antennae are extremely sensitive to particular, species-specific pheromones, being

able to detect the presence of only a few molecules. The neurons in the antennae

continue to respond to pheromone when they have been amputated from the moth.

Therefore, by interfacing amputated male silk moth antennae to a robot, it has

been demonstrated by scientists that robots programmed to interpret the electrical

activity of these “biological sensors” can also track pheromone plumes (Kuwana

et al., 1995).
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1.5 Guide to Thesis

The primary purpose of Chapter Two is to build a foundation for understanding

the two papers appended to the end of this dissertation. I give an overview of

what is known about visual modulation of neural activity within the hawkmoth

Manduca sexta, the model system used in this study. I begin by describing neurons

in the visual areas of the moth’s brain that respond to motion, and continue with

neurons further downstream that display similar properties. I then describe how this

activity manifests itself in EMG recordings of the muscles involved in the steering of

flight. Through this description I demonstrate evidence for the flow of information

from early processing centers, to midstream processing centers and finally to the

behavioral output.

Next I discuss a critical component at the interface of spiking neurons and ma-

chines. As we were developing our robotic system it became obvious that our initial

spike detection system needed to be capable of adjusting itself to the changes a

neural signal undergoes during robotic motion. I include an account on the proper-

ties of neural signals as a necessary prerequisite to understanding the logic behind

choosing an appropriate spike detection method. To give context to my contribution

to the field of spike detection, I review prominent spike detection methods used to

enhance the neural signal and facilitate the detection of spikes.
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In Chapter Three, Appendix A, and Appendix B, I present two papers that

contain my major contributions. In the first paper I describe the robot that I helped

develop. I also present data that demonstrates proof that I was able to control this

robot with neural and muscular signals. Although there are now several publications

in the scientific literature on the interfacing of primate brains to machines, this

was the first time a brain signal from an insect was used to control a machine.

Furthermore, I present data that shows that EMGs from a steering muscle were

used to control the robot. The implications of these results are many. Firstly,

this work represents a technological development in the direction of creating mobile

electrophysiological platforms that essentially give a neural system a synthetic body

with which to behave. Secondly, this work further supports the pre-existing idea of

using the sensory system of insects as biosensors for robots and machines.

In the second paper I present the adaptive spike detection system that we ap-

pended to our initial spike detector. During my experiments I continuously found

that motion of the robot was detrimental to maintaining the amplitude of the neural

signal. But in many of the cases where motion caused the neural signal to decrease in

amplitude, there were still spikes that could have been detected if the spike detection

threshold was quickly lowered. Therefore the system was composed of hardware and

software that automatically adjusted the spike detection threshold according to the

maximum height of the neural signal. This adaptive spike detector belongs to a new
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class of spike detection systems that are hardware-based and that are well suited

for brain-machine interfaces. This adaptive spike detection system also represents

an unexpected outcome of my project. By solving the challenges with interfacing

an insect brain to a machine, we developed a spike detection system that can be

applied to human brain-machine interfaces.

Finally, in Chapter Four I include three studies that can be performed with the

system described in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Neurobiology of Manduca sexta

Although this species is well known as a model system for olfaction from over 100

publications by J. G. Hildebrand and collaborators (three examples are: Vickers

et al., 2001; Christensen and Hildebrand, 1987; Homberg et al., 1991), there is also

a body of work that has focused on the visual system of this and closely related

species of hawkmoths. In fact, the first recordings of visual motion sensitive neu-

rons were performed in the late 1960s using the privet hawkmoth Sphinx ligustri

(Collett and Blest, 1966), and the neuroanatomy of the moth optic lobes was pub-

lished a few years later (Strausfeld and Blest, 1970). The behavioral repertoire of

the moth appears quite sophisticated to us, at least in comparison to insects such as

houseflies and even dragon flies, which mainly employ ballistic trajectories. Diurnal

hawkmoths can learn to discriminate colors after two trial learning, a performance

that surpasses that of honey bees (Kelber, 1996). Visual control of flight includes the

ability to hover and feed from flowers while maintaining station: making corrective

maneuvers to compensate movements of the nectar source, in front of which the an-
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imal is hovering (Kern and Varju, 1998). Investigations into the neural basis of this

extraordinarily precise compensatory behavior have led to electrophysiological and

morphological descriptions of looming neurons (Wicklein and Strausfeld, 2000) and

wide-field motion-sensitive neurons tuned to vertical and horizontal motion (Wick-

lein and Varju, 1999). The response of these wide-field motion-sensitive neurons is

marked by an increase in spike rate in the preferred direction, and a decrease from

the spontaneous spike rate in the opposite direction, or increases and decreases in

firing in response to expanding or contracting visual stimuli (see also: Collett and

Blest, 1966; Wicklein and Varju, 1999). Information about visual motion that has

been computed in the brain’s optic lobes is relayed by descending neurons to motor

circuits in the thorax that control direct muscles involved in modulating the attitude

and vault of the wings, and thus steer flight direction (Rind, 1983; Kern, 1998).

One of the pairs of mirror symmetric neurons identified in the ventral nerve chord

of Manduca sexta has dendritic arborizations that originate in the protocerebrum of

the brain and whose bushy terminals are found in the meso- and meta-thoracic gan-

glia, as well as the abdominal ganglia (Rind, 1983). Such neurons are crucial in our

understanding of what kind of data is relayed to motor neurons and muscles. And

while the present study focuses more on muscle responses, such premotor elements

will provide important targets for future research. These neurons demonstrate re-

sponses to bilateral receptive fields and are thus similar to binocularly receptive
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motion sensitive tangential cells in the lobula plate of flies (Hausen, 1982). The

behavioral response induced by visual stimuli, which has been identified in flies and

hawkmoths, is strongly suggestive of the optokinetic response typifying human eye

movements. A separate study of Macroglossum stellatarum, a relative of Mand-

uca sexta, identified a wide range of descending neurons that respond to various

orientations to wide-field motion stimuli (Kern, 1998). Given the moth’s need for

quick reaction to dynamic stimuli (e.g. visual motion, wind) it is not surprising that

the moth’s control of flight muscles transduces visual information almost directly,

with very few synaptic delays, between the retina and the motor neuron (Land and

Collett, 1974).

Studies on the activity of muscles during tethered flight have revealed that a

particular set of three muscles, the third axillary pleurodorsal muscles of the second

segment of the thorax, are correlated with the amount of retraction of the moth’s

wings (promotion or remotion; Kammer, 1971). Insect flight is an orchestration of

the mechanical structures of the thorax and the muscles contained therein. Two

systems play a major role in flight, the indirect flight muscles, whose role is to

generate power, and the direct flight muscles, which are involved in steering and of

which the third axillary muscles belong to. The fine directional control of flight in

insects stems from the direct flight muscles that anchor to the thorax and attach

to cuticular structures that form the base of the wing. The direct flight system is
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a complex system of muscles, cuticular specializations and ligaments at the wing

hinge that allow the variation of wing path, supination, pronation, remotion and

promotion (Kammer, 1971). Evidence also suggests that the abdomen acts as a

rudder during flight, thus adding further neuromuscular components in the control

of moth flight (Gray et al., 2002; Mavoori et al., 2004).

The third axillary sclerite and its accompanying muscles are an important com-

ponent of wing control. These muscles are attached at various points on the sclerite

and are anchored anteriorly on the episternum and epimeron such that contraction

of these muscles cause the wing to retract. The third axillary muscular system is

composed of three distinct bundles. The larger bundle, the II PDu, is attached most

anteriorly on the episternum while the two smaller bundles, the II PDm and II PDu,

are attached on the dorsal area of the epimeron (nomenclature after Wendler et al.,

1993) where II indicates the second thoracic segment, i.e. the mesothorax, the PD

is pleurodorsal and u, m, l indicate upper, middle, and lower, respectively). Each

unit of the II PD muscle is innervated by one motor neuron (Rheuben and Kammer,

1987). What makes the third axillary muscle group most intriguing is the fact that

the middle unit, II PDm, is spontaneously active in the quiescent animal. Further-

more, it has been shown that this activity in the quiescent animal is modulated by

visual stimuli that represents yaw, roll, and forward thrust (Wendler et al., 1993).
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2.2 Properties of the Neural Signal

Measuring neural activity is performed with a conductive material placed in living

tissue. The conductive material, which is commonly a sharp metal electrode or glass

capillary, is connected to an electronic circuit that amplifies the electrical potential

changes within the extracellular field of the electrode tip. The typical action poten-

tial signal recorded by the amplifier will have a characteristic fast deflection followed

by slower recovery period toward the DC baseline. Neural spike widths are between

0.3 ms to 3ms while the peak-to-peak amplitude can vary between 50 µV to 500 µV

(Rogers and Harris, 2004). Although, neural spikes can be smaller than 50 µV and

can occasionally be larger than 500 µV (W. Gronenberg, personal communication).

The distance between the source of the signal and the electrode tip can affect the

size and shape of the neural spike. The type of biomass between the electrode and

the cell can also have an effect on the size and shape of the action potential. The

frequency at which neurons can spike varies but is certainly limited by the cell’s

refractory period, which is greater than 1 ms for primate cells (Lewicki, 1998).

It is also common for there to be neural spikes from different sources within

the electrode tip’s volume of sensitivity. Usually they are distinguishable by shape

and size, but often enough these spike signals fire within the refractory period and

overlap. The average rate of overlap for x neurons with spike duration of ∆t seconds
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and with an average firing frequency of y is given by y2∆t(x − 1) (Chandra and

Optican, 1997). The resulting superposition of waveforms affects the geometrical

attribute of the signal, including the peak-to-peak amplitude of the signal.

Besides the occasional neural spike, a normal recording from a brain will also

contain background noise. Large levels of background noise often prohibit measuring

neural activity. Background noise, at its best, contains weak signals that originate

from distant neural and muscle activity that exists globally in the extracellular

medium. Other non-biological sources may enter and pollute the electrophysiological

signal. These sources are largely electromagnetic signals that come from power

lines, motors, lights, computers, etc. High levels of noise pollution, more accurately

measured as the signal-to-noise ratio (i.e. SNR), can greatly handicap the ability to

extract any useful information from the neural signal.

2.3 Methods of Spike Detection

Spike detection is the correct identification of neural spiking events in time. The

process of spike detection can be implemented in software, hardware or a combi-

nation of the two. There are several issues that must be considered in selecting

which method to employ. These issues include the nature of the neural signal, the

computational costs of the spike detection algorithm and, most importantly, the

application for which it is intended. Traditionally, spike detection was a method
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that enabled the study of the temporal properties of extracellular neural recordings

(Kim and Kim, 2003). With the increasing access of computers, many mathematical

techniques have been proposed to automate and increase the robustness and relia-

bility of spike detection (Lewicki, 1998). Overall, many software based methods for

spike detection implement variations of methods such as wavelet transforms (Hu-

lata et al., 2002; Yang and Shamma, 1988; Kim and Kim, 2003), statistical based

thresholding (Chandra and Optican, 1997; Yang and Shamma, 1988; Snider and

Bonds, 1998; Kaneko et al., 1999), and the use of the non-linear energy operator

(Kim and Kim, 2000; Mukhopadhyay and Ray, 1998). These methods are typically

used as a way to enhance the neural signal and suppress the background noise. But

more recently, efforts have been directed toward spike detectors within the frame-

work of brain-machine interfacing (Harrison, 2003; Obeid and Wolf, 2004; Rogers

and Harris, 2004; Watkins et al., 2004).

2.3.1 The Wavelet Transform

The wavelet transform is a linear transform that appears many times in the spike

detection literature. Unlike the Fourier transform, which loses temporal information

once a signal is transformed into the frequency domain, the wavelet transform is

able to preserve temporal information while elucidating the spectral properties of

a signal. The general equation of the wavelet transform is as follows: W (a, b) =
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∫∞
−∞ f(t) 1√

a
ψa,b(t)dt, where ψa,b(t) = ψ( t−b

a
). The most relevant components are ψ,

a and b. The function ψ is called the mother wavelet, so called because of its short

length and because it is the adjustable template used when transforming the signal

into the temporal-spectral domain. There are several templates for the wavelet

transform available, for instance the Coiflet mother wavelet, or the Haar mother

wavelet. The mother wavelet is chosen based on the problem at hand. The scale

parameter a is a scalar that dilates or stretches the mother wavelet along the time

axis. When performing the transform the original signal is projected onto several

wavelets of various scales. These scales are created on a logarithmic base chosen by

the user. For example, if the base scale is 3 then the first scale is 3, the next scale

is 9, the next scale is 27, and so forth. If 2 is chosen, then the scales used will be

2, 4, 8, 16 and so forth. Therefore the scalars always take the values of ai, where

i = 1, 2, 3, .... The base wavelet stretches at higher scalar values in the same manner

that a function will expand or contract when its input variable is scaled. Out of

convenience, 2 is the most common scalar base. The parameter b is the translation

parameter and determines the time location of the wavelet along the signal being

processed. It is also worth mentioning that by virtue of being a linear transform,

an inverse wavelet transform can be used to reconstruct the original waveform.

The wavelet transform is a popular method to emphasize neural spikes and sup-

press background noise since neural spikes are short, high frequency pulses that lend
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themselves to wavelet transform analysis. Hulata et al. corroborates this statement

because, according to them, neural spikes are localized functions analogous to the

wavelet bases (Hulata et al., 2002). Furthermore, when the SNR is low and the

statistical properties of the background noise and the neural spikes are similar, the

wavelet transform can be more effective as a preprocessor than traditional filtering

techniques, e.g. band pass filtering (Kim and Kim, 2003).

According to Yang and Shamma (1988), the wavelet transform is indeed a pow-

erful method of detecting spikes because of the spike-like characteristics of the trans-

form bases, i.e. the bases formed by the wavelets. In their study they performed

a wavelet transform on neural signals and applied a threshold to select those re-

gions of the transformed region that correspond to neural spikes. After thresholding

the wavelet-domain signal, they performed an inverse transform to reconstruct the

denoised neural signal. Next they thresholded the signal again and perform spike

sorting.

In an attempt to detect spikes at very low SNR (SNR = 1.5-3), Kim and Kim

(2003) designed an algorithm that multiplied the output coefficients of wavelet

scales. In this method, the base scale, a, was 2i. The first scale chosen was the

one that produced the largest coefficient. The subsequent two scales that were

chosen were the two adjacent smaller scales. For example, if the coefficient of 24

produced the largest coefficient, then the two other scalars that were chosen were
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23 and 22. The coefficients from these three scales were then multiplied and passed

through a threshold.

Although the wavelet transform allows the simultaneous display of spectral and

temporal information, it can fall short in the case of detecting overlapping spikes.

The explanation for this is that larger values of a, i.e. the scaling factor that

determines the width of the wavelet, increase the width of the wavelet. This is

turn increases the probability that two overlapping spikes will fall within the time

window of the wavelet.

This problem is related to the Uncertainty Principle, which states that the exact

momentum and the position of a particle cannot be known simultaneously. The

analogy to signals is that the instantaneous frequency at an instantaneous point

in time cannot be known. What can be known are the band of frequencies that

existed during a period of time. To be specific, this principle applies to signals by

the following equation: ∆ω∆t ≤ 2π.

To address the problem of overlapping spikes, Hulata et al. (2002) used a math-

ematical technique, called Wavelet Packets Decomposition (WPD), which is an ex-

panded version of the wavelet transform, and created an optimal set of basis vectors

that best highlighted the characteristic features of neural spikes. The wavelet trans-

form divides the whole frequency domain with one wavelet for each scale. Each

wavelet, which can also be seen as a filter, has a bandwidth of ∆ω = π
aTs

, where a is
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the scale and Ts is the signal sampling period. Each bandwidth begins at 0 hertz,

i.e. at DC.

WPD is different in that each scale is used to create multiple bandwidths that

cover the entire frequency domain. In other words, each scale, which has a band-

width of ∆ω divides the frequency domain 2π
∆ω

times, thus forming filters of equal

bandwidth that cover the frequency domain from 0 to ∆ω, from ∆ω to 2∆ω, from

2∆ω to 3∆ω and so forth. Therefore each scale is used to cover the frequency

domain into blocks of [j∆ω, (j + 1)∆ω], where j = 0, 1, ... 2π
∆ω

.

The WPD creates overlapping divisions of bandwidths since each scale creates

several blocks that cover the entire frequency domain. In order to create an opti-

mal, non-overlapping set of bases filters, Hulata et al. (2002) utilized a “best basis

algorithm” method to select the smallest number of bandwidths that best spanned

the neural signal.

2.3.2 The Nonlinear Energy Operator

The Nonlinear Energy Operator (NEO) is another neural spike emphasis algorithm.

This method exploits the instantaneous rise in amplitude and frequency of the neural

spike. The formula that forms the basis of this energy analysis is: Ψ[x(t)] = (dx(t)
dt

)2−

x(t)(d
2x(t)
dt2

). By looking at the kinetic equations of a simple harmonic oscillator it

can be shown that the output of the NEO is proportional to the amplitude and
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frequency squared of the signal (Maragos et al., 1993). A simple harmonic oscillator

with only a spring and mass can be described with the equation md2x(t)
dt2

+ kx = 0,

where m is the mass and k is the spring constant. A solution for this second-

order differential equation is x(t) = Acos(ω0t + θ), where A is the amplitude of

the oscillatory motion, ω0 is the frequency of the system, and θ is the phase of

the oscillation. The constant ω0 can be determined from the mass (m) and the

spring constant (k) and is equal to
√

k
m

. When the NEO is applied to x(t) the

following result develops: Ψ[Acos(ω0t + θ)] = (Aω0)2. Therefore, the output of

the operator is proportional to the square of the amplitude and frequency of the

oscillation (Maragos et al., 1993).

There have been numerous studies that highlight the effectiveness of the NEO

processor as a computationally light spike enhancer. Mukhopadhyay and Ray (1998)

studied the ability of the NEO to accentuate spikes of various temporal widths and

found that even at large widths the NEO was able to give low false positives and false

negatives. Furthermore, they compared the NEO to other processors and found that

the NEO’s gain in spike signal versus background noise was greater than the other

algorithms. Kim and Kim (2000) made the case for the NEO as a spike enhancer

at very low SNR (SNR ≈ 1.0). In their study they demonstrated the tremendous

gain in SNR when the NEO was employed. For instance, when the input SNR was

1.4, the emphasis was such that the gain in SNR was 10. When the input SNR was
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2.0, the output SNR was 80. This boost in SNR allowed an 80 percent probability

of detecting a spike when the SNR was only 1.1. Kim and Kim (2000) did make

the point that this algorithm may not perform well when the signal has both low

SNR and when the background noise and the spike being detected have similar

spectral properties. But as Mukhopadhyay and Ray (1998) state, this algorithm is

particularly attractive because of its low computational complexity and its usability

in the real-time and simultaneous processing of multiple channels.

2.3.3 Thresholding based on Statistical Distributions of the Signal

The wavelet transform and NEO preprocessing methods effectively suppress noise

and enhance neural spikes. Nonetheless, a threshold must still be applied to the

processed signal in order to correctly identify spiking events. There have been many

different thresholding strategies for appropriately selecting parts of the raw signal

that contain a spiking event of interest. For instance in the Wavelet and NEO studies

by Kim and Kim (2000, 2003) the threshold was set to a level that correctly identified

a segment of 20 action potentials and simultaneously minimized the number of false

positives. In the study by Mukhopadhyay and Ray (1998) they set the threshold

manually to a scaled value of the mean of the NEO processed signal.

A more mathematical approach to setting a threshold to detect spikes is one in

which the threshold is set based on the statistical properties of the signal. Early
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in the field of spike detection it was noted that neural signals, as well as the back-

ground noise, could be separated based on histograms of their amplitude distri-

butions (Heetderks, 1978). Furthermore, these distributions seemed to exhibit a

normal, i.e. Gaussian, distribution. Since then, many studies have used this finding

to set thresholds for detecting neural events. For instance, Bankman and Menkes

(1992) developed an algorithm that automatically separated the background noise

from spiking segments in order to obtain an accurate estimate of the background

noise distribution and set an appropriate threshold that avoids false positives. In

their study on the application of the wavelet transform as a spike enhancing algo-

rithm, Yang and Shamma (1988) assumed that the noise was independently and

identically distributed with common Gaussian distribution and then applied a non-

linear threshold scheme that effectively removed segments of the signal less than 4.1

standard deviations above the mean.

2.3.4 Spike Detection for Brain-Machine Interfaces

The need for spike detection can be driven by different applications and therefore

different demands. In the case of purely scientific studies, spike detection methods

can afford to be computationally intense since processing does not need to be done

in real-time and can therefore be performed off-line. In fact, some algorithms are

specifically designed to be performed off-line. This is clearly not appropriate for
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methods that require information about the neural signal in real time. According to

Kim and McNames (2007) there are clinical applications where neurosurgeons prefer

to detect the most dominant spike. In situations where a neurosurgeon is performing

electrophysiology on a human patient, it is critical that the spike detection algorithm

achieve accurate and immediate results. But given that physical space is not a

constraint in the surgery room setting and also that computational resources are

no longer issues, achieving real-time and adaptable spike detection in the medical

setting is not a difficult challenge.

With the advent of brain-machine interfacing, there are many new constraints

that pose interesting challenges for real-time spike detection. In human brain-

machine interfaces, the ultimate goal is to achieve an implantable computer that

amplifies neural signals and transmits information about these neural signals to the

machine that is to be controlled (Obeid et al., 2003). Under these circumstances

space, power consumption and bandwidth for transmitting digital information are

highly constrained (Obeid et al., 2003).

Rather than transmitting the entire neural record, an effective spike detection

algorithm will enable a massive compression of data transmitted from inside the

body by communicating only spike shapes and their timing. This further enables

the ability to record from more electrodes and the probability of recording from

more neurons.
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In response to these challenges, new solutions that address the specific needs of

human brain-machine interfaces have been proposed. The creation of new analog

Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits for spike detection may provide key

solutions posed by the constraints of implantable brain-machine interfaces. The

strength of these devices is that they are ultra-low consumers of power, which max-

imizes the life of a power supply and minimizes heat dissipation. There have been

at least two hardware solutions that have been proposed as prototypes for feasible

spike detectors for brain-machine interfaces.

The first one was composed of two low-pass filters, a subtraction stage and an

adjustable-threshold comparator (Rogers and Harris, 2004). In this detector, the raw

signal was passed to both low-pass filters. One filter had a high cut-off frequency

that was meant to remove high frequency noise and the other had a low cut-off

frequency that removed all high frequency content and created a local average. The

difference of the two signals was then passed to the threshold detector that emitted

a digital pulse to indicate when the signal was above the threshold. The design was

meant to provide robust spike detection even in situations of high frequency noise

and low frequency shifting baselines. According to a simulated analysis, their chip

only consumed 1µW of power and achieved 90 percent true positives at SNR = 5.

The other hardware design was based on the concept of setting a detection

threshold at a multiple of the standard deviation of the background noise (Harrison,
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2003; Watkins et al., 2004). This circuit had two main components, a feedback

circuit used to determine the value of the raw signal’s standard deviation and another

component that compared the raw signal to a multiple of the standard deviation.

This circuit assumed that the background noise was Gaussian, although the authors

do note that the t-distribution more closely resembled the histogram of the raw

signal. But according to the authors, the performance of the circuit was not affected

by this difference.

These two designs certainly present a new direction in the field of spike detection

since the spike detection algorithms were implemented in hardware rather than being

implemented in software.
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CHAPTER 3

PRESENT STUDY

3.1 Introduction

From 1952 to 1955, Werner Reichardt (see Chapter 1) working with Bernhardt

Hassenstein at the Fritz-Haber-Institute of the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft in Berlin

developed mathematical models that describe the behavioral response of the bee-

tle Chlorophanus to visual motion (Poggio, 1993). For these experiments, the re-

searchers placed the experimental subject inside a rotating optokinetic drum. When

the drum was rotated, the perceived motion induced the insect to attempt to correct

(or compensate) this by moving in the direction of the rotation (Reichardt, 1962).

The results of this collaboration led to what is commonly known as the Hassenstein-

Reichardt model for motion detection (Hassenstein and Reichardt, 1956). This

model had a tremendous influence on the study of motion vision in invertebrates as

well as vertebrates (Borst, 2000).

The story of how the Hassentein-Reichardt came about is an excellent example

of methodical and rigorous science that was born of a simple experimental setup,

i.e. a beetle in a rotating drum. The motion detection “model” laid the foundation
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for many predictions about how motion is processed in visual animals, and also led

to the discovery of the motion sensitive neurons in the fly (Dvorak et al., 1975).

Given the scientific and historical importance of conducting initial experiments in

the rotating drum, it seemed appropriate that the initial experiments on the moth-

robot hybrid, the first of its kind, be conducted in an equivalent set up.

Similarly to the first optomotor experiments, we introduce the proof of concept

of our insect-machine hybrid in which a horizontal yaw motion stimulus was used to

drive the biological system, i.e. a fixed moth, which in turn drove the robotic system

to rotate around an insect-centered axis. This robotic system has the potential of

studying the closed-loop control properties of the moth’s nervous system at various

points of computation. We believe that a growth in this highly interdisciplinary line

of work can lead to advances in neuroethology, brain-machine interfaces for humans,

and the use of insects as biological sensors for more intelligent robots and machines.

3.2 Appendix A

The first manuscript presents the initial results of an insect brain-machine interface.

It describes the various components of the system as well as the experimental appa-

ratus used to perform these initial experiments. First, the manuscript reviews the

bioelectrical signals available in the hawkmoth Manduca sexta that can be used in a

visually modulated insect-machine interface. Next, I describe the hardware and soft-
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ware involved in converting these bioelectrical signals into robotic motion. Lastly, I

present open-loop and closed-loop results obtained with visual neurons and a flight

steering muscle. I conclude by discussing the importance of including mechanosen-

sory stimuli in studies of sensory integration and of studying neural systems under

closed-loop conditions. I also present an argument for integrating insect sensory

systems into machines as an alternative to developing synthetic systems that intend

to emulate biology.

3.3 Appendix B

The second manuscript presents a spike detection system that automatically adjusts

its detection threshold based on the height of the spiking signal. This adaptive

system builds on a previously published spike detection system (Rogers and Harris,

2004). In the first section, I describe the problem that this new system attempts

to solve, i.e. the loss of detected spikes due to a sudden decrease in spike height.

I then describe the peak amplitude circuit and the spiking frequencies for which

it was designed. I include that the microcontroller is used to adjust the digital

potentiometer that determines the spike detection threshold. The data I provide

shows that the peak amplitude circuit performs well and also that the entire system

is able to adjust the detection threshold in response to a decreasing signal height.

This system therefore is able to detect spikes as their amplitude degrades and can
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potentially increase the longevity of a brain-machine interface.

3.4 Relative Contributions

The author of this dissertation carried out the experiments and data analysis for

the manuscripts in Appendices A and B. The electrophysiology board discussed in

the manuscript in Appendix A was designed and constructed by Leslie Ortiz (Ortiz,

2006) with the assistance of Dr. Charles M. Higgins. The adaptive spike detection

system discussed in Appendix B was designed by the author of this dissertation and

Dr. Charles M. Higgins. The author wrote both manuscripts.
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CHAPTER 4

FUTURE STUDIES

Given the proof that bioelectrical signals can be used to control a mobile, terres-

trial electrophysiological system (see Appendix A) it is necessary to consider the

potential investigative paths. Afferent signals from primary sensory areas of the

central nervous system, as well as efferent - meaning motor output - signals have

been used to drive the robot. There now exists an instrument that can be used to

investigate the closed-loop properties of neurons at every level within the behavioral

control system. The following sections propose experiments that can immediately

be performed with the given system. One suggested study is of the influence of

vision and mechanical motion on the activity of a steering muscle. Another study is

on the closed-loop properties of visual neurons, well founded in principles of Control

Theory. The last proposed study is of the neural activity while a moth controls the

robot with muscle signals generated during active tethered flight. These proposed

investigations require little to no modifications of the robotic system described in

this thesis.
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4.1 The Influence of Mechanical Vibration and Visual Motion on the Activity of

Pleurodorsal Muscles

In Manduca sexta, the third axillary muscles are involved in wing retraction (see

Chapter Two for more information). One of the subunits is active and is modulated

by sensory information even while the moth is at rest. The sensory information that

influences the activity of this subunit is visual and tactile (Wendler et al., 1993).

While it is unknown why this muscle is active during rest, it has been shown that

it is active during flight behavior (Kammer, 1971). Given its involvement during

flight and its unique property of being active while the moth is quiescent, this

muscle provides a good opportunity to study the influence of mechanical and visual

stimulation on a motor output under stationary conditions.

4.2 Closed Loop Properties of Wide Field Motion Sensitive Neurons

There have been many studies on the filtering properties of motion detection neurons

(O’Carroll et al., 1996). These studies generally provide a motion stimulus while

the response of the neuron is recorded. A very typical motion stimulus is composed

of thin, alternating black and white stripes. To gain the full range of responses

of a neuron to motion stimuli, the width of the stripes of the motion stimulus

(spatial frequency) and the speed of the motion stimulus (temporal frequency) are
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incrementally varied and, at each step, the response of the neuron is recorded and

quantified. To decrease the influence of transitory effects (e.g. adaptation) on data,

the stimulus is delivered over a span of several seconds and the period of time during

which the response demonstrates a steady response is used as the result.

Studies like these are similar to other attempts to characterize the basic input-

output relationship of a system, which can be taken to be either a neuron or the

entire organism. This strategy of characterizing a system is similar to the use of

Control Theory, when describing a given system. The next step in analyzing a

system is to determine its closed-loop properties.

Visual motion detection cells induce corrective effects by the organism. In other

words, when presented with motion in a particular direction, the insect attempts

to correct by turning in the same direction of the motion stimulus. It is from

quantifying this response that the observer is able to conceptualize the optomotor

control system as providing an error signal to the motor output system. Visual

motion cells therefore transmit information about the magnitude of motion in the

environment to an error correction system that subsequently corrects this error with

a compensatory steering response. But how long does it take to correct for this error

and which derivative of motion - velocity, acceleration, etc. - is most important in

the control algorithm? These are the type of questions that can be answered when

the steady-state errors of a system are analyzed (Savant, 1958).
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In the analysis of the steady-state errors of a feedback control system, an input

is applied and the closed-loop response is recorded. For example, let us assume that

the system being tested is a horizontal motion sensitive neuron that is interfaced

with the robot described in this thesis. The same cylindrical drum also provides

the input. Suppose that an angular velocity of 1 degree per second is applied to

the cylindrical drum. If the insect-robot machine is a perfect velocity compensator,

then after a short amount of time the turning response will be in the same direction

also at 1 degree per second. If the controller is not a perfect velocity compensator

then there will be a steady-state error and the quantity of this error will be the

difference between the desired output, which is equal to the input stimulus, and the

actual output.

The type of input described in this last example is also called a step function, so

called because of the step-like shape its values take when plotted versus time. The

other basic driving function traditionally used in the analysis of the steady-state

response of a feedback control system is the ramp function. This function starts at

zero and linearly increases in value and therefore looks like a ramp when plotted

versus time. The physical description of these driving functions can be anything,

e.g. position, velocity, or acceleration. Interestingly, there exists a way of classifying

a control system based on its steady-state response to these driving functions. The

inputs are usually a step function in position, a step function in velocity (which is
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a ramp function in position), and a step function in acceleration (which is a ramp

function in velocity). The classification of the system is based on its ability to track

the input, i.e. whether or not there is a residual error between the input signal and

the actual response.

There are four basic types of systems described in Control Theory. They are

Type 0, Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3. They are called this based on the response to

the various dynamic orders of motion, namely position, velocity, acceleration and

the calculus derivative of acceleration. If a system response to a step function in

position results in a steady-state error, then the system is said to be of Type 0.

When a system’s steady-state response to a step function in velocity results in a

steady-state error, it is said to be of Type 1. Furthermore, a Type 1 system, while

not able to perfectly compensate for a velocity step function, is able to compensate

for a step function in position. A Type 2 system is one whose response will display

a steady-state error to a step function in acceleration and whose response to a step

function in velocity will be perfect. This logic extends to Type 3 systems, meaning

that this type of system will display a constant steady-state error to a step function

in the derivative of acceleration, but is able to track a step function in acceleration

perfectly. The question, then, is what classification does a system with a horizontal

motion detector fit under?

It has been shown that motion detection in flies is not purely a function of velocity
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and that the output of motion detectors is proportional to velocity only within a

dynamic range of parameters (Egelhaaf and Reichardt, 1987). The nonlinearity

of insect motion detectors also causes the output to be heavily influenced by the

dynamics of the input (Borst, 2007). This illustrates the importance of studying

the computation of these cells under more naturalistic dynamics. Unfortunately

researchers are still not able to record from these neurons during flight. It is in

these questions of closed-loop control that the present robotic system may offer a

solution that comes closer to real closed-loop dynamics. Rather than using abstract

and controlled stimuli, a closed-loop experiment will allow the system to dynamically

adjust its input and perhaps uncover previously unseen dynamics. These cells are

known as motion detectors but the dimension - such as velocity and acceleration

- that is most relevant for the real closed-loop control of motion compensation is

unknown.

Maintaining a single unit recording on the current robot system will be an issue,

but there are ways around this problem. Electrophysiological recordings on a moving

platform are most sensitive to sudden, jolting motion. The stochastic nature of the

neural signal implies that although on average there is a mean firing rate, there are

also brief periods of very high frequency bursts. Also, the robot was programmed to

turn at three velocities: a large constant velocity, zero, or a large negative velocity.

A robot control algorithm that controls the robot based on the instantaneous firing
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frequency and also commands the robot to make quick, large jumps in velocity will

cause the robot to violently jitter. This undoubtedly makes the duration of neural

recordings too short to run an experiment.

Two distinct solutions were developed to mitigate this issue. One was to place

a low pass filter in the control algorithm to remove the high frequency velocity

switching that caused the robot to jitter. This strategy removed the jitter, but the

delay of the filter was very long and effectually caused the dynamics of the robot to

overshadow the dynamics of the neural signal.

The other solution was to implement a ramping type function in the part of

the control algorithm that set the robot’s servo speed. Recalling the control algo-

rithm described in Appendix A, in particular the threshold scheme, the spike count

of the bioelectric signal was continuously compared to two user-defined thresholds,

one was “high” and the other was “low.” When the spike rate was above the high

threshold, the robot was commanded to move in the preferred direction of the neu-

ron. When the spike rate was between the high and low thresholds, the robot was

commanded to stay still. When the spike rate was below the low threshold the robot

was commanded to move in the anti-preferred direction.

In the ramping scheme, modulation of the robot’s velocity was executed by in-

crementing or decrementing the servo velocity, depending on the direction of the

turn command. When no turn was being commanded, the control algorithm incre-
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mentally brought the servo bit value toward zero (unless it was already at zero).

Velocity was incremented or decremented away from zero during turn commands.

Incrementing the velocity away from zero was caused by neural activity during pre-

ferred motion stimuli. Decrementing the velocity away from zero (i.e. increasing the

value in the negative direction) was caused by neural activity during anti-preferred

motion stimuli. The performance of the second solution (ramping) was not fully

studied, but was likely to be superior to the first solution (low-pass filter). It is very

likely that this second control scheme would eliminate the need for the low pass

filter in the first solution, therefore allowing the dynamics of the biosignals to be

visible in the behavior of the robot.

4.3 Robot Controlled by Flight Muscle Signals

There are several problems that prevent researchers from studying neural systems

while an insect is in motion. One major challenge is that it is very difficult to

record neural signals while an experimental insect is behaving. There does not exist

equipment that an insect can carry and allow recordings from its brain. Despite

this, scientists who study insect sensory integration and locomotion control have

been able to find methods that provide sensory input that closely emulates the

dynamics that come with natural behavior.

One approach was to create the visual input of a fly travelling within a visual
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scenery. The flight path of the insect was recorded with sensors and used to recreate

what must have been its visual input (Schilstra and van Hateren, 1998). The visual

stimulus generated was then presented to constrained insects while recording from

their brains (Lindemann et al., 2003). While this study provides compelling reasons

to believe that the recorded neural responses are probably similar to those while

the insect is behaving, data collected from a behaving insect would be required to

support or refute this assumption (Maimon et al., 2010).

A more multi-sensory approach to studying insect behavior involved a moth

that was fixed in place while navigating in a virtual reality arena (Gray et al.,

2002). The researchers were able to use the deflection of the moth’s abdomen

as a control signal and “convince” the moth to navigate through a virtual reality

space. The investigators were also able to record from the moth’s ventral nerve

chord while it was “flying.” Besides receiving visual information, the moth also

received mechanosensory information, in the form of a wind stimulus, and olfactory

information, in the form of pheromone puffs. This approach can shed light on neural

computations in a “flying” insect.

The mobile electrophysiology platform described in this thesis could also be

a platform for performing electrophysiology while a tethered moth is intentionally

behaving. For this to happen there are two steps that must be taken. First, the robot

must be programmed to interpret the spike patterns from flight muscles. Second,
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the moth must learn how to navigate the robot. There are also strong reasons to

believe that this is possible. There are publications that demonstrate cases where

an insect learned seemingly unnatural behaviors in order to control extracorporeal

objects (Wolf et al., 1992; Heisenberg et al., 2001). The moth’s task of learning to

control the robot can be made simpler if the robot’s control algorithm is based on

the phasic EMG activity observed in steering (Wendler et al., 1993).

In the robotic system of this thesis there are three amplifiers available for record-

ing. Two channels can be used to record steering muscle and power muscle activity.

These two channels would be the information sources for the robot control system.

The steering muscle signal can provide information about direction and the power

muscle activity can provide information about speed. Once the moth learns to con-

trol the robot, the third amplifier, along with the electrode positioning system, will

allow dorsal access to the cervical connective and the brain. This will allow investi-

gations of neural activity during behavior, which also includes the mechanosensory

feedback provided by forward and rotational motion.

4.4 Conclusion

The main motivation for building the mobile electrophysiological device described

in this thesis was to create a system that allowed studies of neural systems while

they are in closed-loop motion control. Any experiment that exploits the ability
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to combine closed-loop control and motion can now be performed. The primary

neural pathway for this mobile electrophysiological system was the visual motion-

flight control pathway. Introducing mechanical motion to studies of this pathway

will likely bring surprising revelations, such as the influence of active flight on the

gain of motion sensitive neurons (Maimon et al., 2010).
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A Robotic Platform for Studying Neural Systems

Under Closed-loop Conditions

Abstract

In this study, we describe a novel experimental platform on which closed-loop experiments with visual

neurons and a flight steering muscle can be performed. We have developed a terrestrial robotic

electrophysiology platform that can hold a moth (Manduca sexta), record from neurons in its optic lobes,

and use the neural signals to control the motion of the robot. All signal processing (electrophysiology, spike

detection, and robotic control) is performed onboard the robot with custom designed electronic circuits.

Wireless telemetry allows remote monitoring of the robot’s performance. We have interfaced directionally

sensitive visual neurons and pleurodorsal steering muscles of the mesothorax with our terrestrial robot and

used the spike rate of these signals to control the rotation of the robot, thereby emulating the classical

optomotor response studied in insects with our insect-robot hybrid. This novel approach to the study of

visual motion detection can contribute to our scientific knowledge of how neurons perform under

closed-loop conditions, and also suggests promising biosensor applications for engineering.

Keywords: Insect-Machine Interfacing, Robotics
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I. Introduction

In order to fully understand a neural system, ideally one would study it while the organism is freely

behaving under the sensory conditions that are relevant to its evolution. Advances in technology, the

inclusion of theoretical approaches and robotics in neuroethological studies, and an extensive knowledge of

neural systems and behavior are forming the basis for investigations of neural systems under more

naturalistic conditions (Reinagel, 2001; Zanker and Zeil, 2001). Neural studies under closed-loop conditions

have illustrated questions on the stability of neural systems (Warzecha and Egelhaaf, 1996) and the ability

to learn to control extracorporal objects (Schwartz, 2004). Closed-loop studies on the lamprey brainstem

using robotics are revealing dynamical dimensions of descending motor pathways underlying swimming

behavior (Kositsky et al., 2003).

In the case of invertebrates it is particularly difficult to record neural signals while the organism is

behaving in its natural environment. In order to perform electrophysiology on a freely behaving insect, one

would have to design electronics that are sufficiently small and light for the insect to carry. Although

electrical systems have been designed that are capable of recording bioelectric signals from a flying moth,

the payload that the moth can carry and the processing power of these devices remain limiting factors

(Ando et al., 2002; Mavoori et al., 2004). An approach to studying insect neural systems under

quasi-closed-loop conditions has been to reconstruct the visual input of a flying insect and replay it to an

insect with a spherical visual display (Lindemann et al., 2003). Although this study revealed the

hypothetical response of visual neurons during free flight, this method is not sufficient for studying the

response of the neural system to non-visual inputs to behavior. Traditionally, optokinetic drums have been

a very common apparatus for studying insect behavior under open and closed loop conditions (Reichardt,

1962; Heisenberg and Wolf, 1979; Reiser and Dickinson, 2008). This system is usually in the form of a

cylinder with patterns on the inside that are moved or changed to provide a visual stimulus. The insect

(usually a fly) is placed in the center where its behavioral response is monitored. A more holistic approach

to studying an insect under closed-loop control was taken by Gray and colleagues (Gray et al., 2002) in

their study of moth flight in a virtual reality arena. The researchers were able to convince the moth to

navigate through a virtual reality space by using the deflection of the moth’s abdomen as the control
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signal. The investigators were able to record from the moth’s ventral nerve cord while it was “flying”

through a virtual space. Besides receiving visual information, the moth also received mechanosensory

information in the form of a “wind” stimulus and olfactory information in the form of pheromone puffs.

However these stimuli still do not cover the range of sensory input that an animal receives during normal

behavior, including mechanosensory self-motion information shown to be important in insect flight control

(Sane et al., 2007; Pringle, 1948).

Here we describe a system developed to interface an insect and a machine such that bioelectric signals

from the insect are interpreted by a central processing unit and used control a terrestrial robot (refer to

Figure 1). The insect chosen for this study is the large hawkmoth Manduca sexta. Its large size (up to 2.75

inches in length) and well-mapped neural and flight-muscle system made it an excellent candidate for

electrophysiological studies of the brain or muscle or both. Our system has been developed to be controlled

by either a neuron (via an extracellular tungsten electrode) or a muscle (via a thin copper wire electrode).

At the heart of the robot is an electrophysiology printed circuit board (PCB) with three extracellular

amplifier channels and a microcontroller. This board is able to calculate the spike rate of bioelectric signals

and send binary commands to the robot. This moth-machine hybrid was largely developed and tested in a

cylindrical arena of similar nature to those used in classical insect optokinetic studies (refer to Figure 2).

The novel properties of our system are that it can provide visual and mechanosensory feedback related to

turning and that it can be used to perform very sensitive neural recordings while the moth/robot is

“behaving.” We initially developed the system for single-electrode neural recordings, because these are the

most challenging to accomplish on a moving platform, and then added the capability to perform

electromyography. In this paper, we give an overview of our robot, its individual components and how they

are all integrated. We then demonstrate the function of the system and discuss its limitations.

II. Bioelectric signal sources in M. sexta

In primate-machine interfaces, signals from the brain or from peripheral nerves are used as

information signals for the control of machines (Lebedev and Nicolelis, 2006). What are the signal sources

in Manduca? The behavioral repertoire of the moth is very sophisticated and includes the ability to

elegantly hover and feed from flowers while maintaining the ability to compensate for external disturbances
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(e.g. due to wind, Kern and Varju, 1998). Investigations into the neural basis of this behavior have led to

the electrophysiological and morphological description of looming neurons (Wicklein and Strausfeld, 2000)

and wide-field motion-sensitive neurons tuned to vertical and horizontal motion (Wicklein and Varju,

1999). The response of these wide-field motion-sensitive neurons is marked by an increase in spike rate in

the preferred direction, and a decrease from the spontaneous spike rate in the opposite direction, also

known as the anti-preferred direction (Collett and Blest, 1966; Wicklein and Varju, 1999). Pathways

conveying motion information originate in the brain and travel through to identified motor neurons

believed to control steering flight (Rind, 1983; Kern, 1998).

Studies on the activity of muscles during tethered flight have revealed that a particular set of three

muscles, the third axillary pleurodorsal muscles of the second segment of the thorax, are correlated with

the amount of retraction of the moth’s wings (promotion or remotion, Kammer, 1971). What makes the

third axillary muscle group most intriguing is the fact that the middle unit, II PDm, is spontaneously

active in the non-flying animal. Furthermore, it has been shown that this activity in the quiescent animal

corresponds to visual stimuli that represent yaw, roll, and forward thrust (Wendler et al., 1993). For this

particular project, we were interested in exploiting the preferential yaw response of visual neurons and the

pleurodorsal muscle for controlling the robot.

III. Methods

A. Moth preparation

Female moths (M. sexta) were reared on an artificial diet and on a 17:7 light:dark cycle. The moths

were prepared by removing the legs, the labial palpi and scales from the thorax, neck and head. The moths

were then slid into a plastic tube such that the thorax was exposed. The insect was immobilized by

covering the thorax and upper section of the plastic tube with warm dental wax. The head was

immobilized by placing warm wax in the proboscis head cavity and pushing the head forward so that the

head wax joined the thorax wax. The extended proboscis and antennae were waxed down over the front of

the head. The prepared animal (see next section) was then placed on a stand and positioned so that the

top surface of the head was horizontal and the window on the left side of the head gave the electrode

optimal vertical positioning and access to the optic lobe. The stand was placed on the robot such that the
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head was aligned with the robot’s pivot.

B. Electrophysiology: Brain and Muscle

Extracellular recordings were made from the optic lobe with 1 MΩ tungsten electrodes (Micro Probe

Inc., Gaithersburg, MD). To gain access to the brain, a large section of sclerite was cut from the region

extending from the base of the antenna, down to the neck and laterally to the edge of the compound eye

(brain recordings were performed on the left side of the brain). The tissue inside the head was left

untouched in order to prevent bleeding and thus filling the head cavity with hemolymph. Neurons were

reached by puncturing through the thick tissue and neural sheath of the optic lobe taking care to avoid

trachea. Probing was concentrated in the dorsal region of the optic lobe particularly in the region at the

base of the optic artery and along the dorsal major tracheal branch. Insect brains were probed for no

longer than 2 hours before terminating experiments.

Muscle recordings were made by removing the dental wax from the area covering the II PDm, poking

a small whole in the cuticle and sliding the tip of a 50 µm diameter insulated copper wire slightly into the

muscle. The electrode was held in place by applying a droplet of melted wax at the junction of the copper

wire and exoskeleton. The indifferent electrode for the brain recordings was placed in the thorax near the

muscle recording site. It was necessary to place a 10 megΩ resistor between the recording electrode and

ground to prevent the build-up of static charge on the moth. Electrophysiological experiments were

performed in an electromagnetically shielded space on top of a thick metal plate surrounded by a Faraday

cage. Brain and muscle signals were amplified with an electrophysiology PCB designed and built for this

project (refer to Section III-C.1, and Ortiz, 2006). The amplified signals were carried off the robot with

standard BNC cables to a CED 1401 Data Acquisition system (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge,

England) in conjunction with Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, England).

Biological signals were sampled at 8 to 10 kHz.
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C. Mobile electrophysiological and robot controller hardware

C.1 The Electrophysiology Princted Circuit Board

Signals were amplified using a 6.2 x 4.6 inch electrophysiology PCB that was designed and built for

this project (see Figure 4a). The PCB contained three extracellular amplifiers with spike detection

channels (labeled 1, 2 and 3) that amplified and performed spike detection. Only information from one of

the channels (Channel 1) was used to control the robot. The circuitry for each extracellular channel was

divided into four parts: a differential instrumentation amplifier with gain, two first order high pass filters

(each with gain), a second-order low-pass filter and a 60 Hz notch filter (see Figure 4b). The maximum

possible gain was 5,400.

Each extracellular channel was accompanied by an analog spike detector based on work by Rogers and

Harris (2004). The spike detector could be conceptually divided into two stages: a spike enhancement stage

and a threshold detection stage (see Figure 4b). The spike enhancement calculation was performed by

subtracting the outputs of two adjustable low pass filters. The filter with the higher cutoff frequency

attenuated high frequency noise while the other low pass filter isolated the low frequencies. The signals

from the two filters were subtracted with a differential amplifier and sent to the threshold stage. The filter

and gain settings of the extracellular amplifier, and the filter settings and threshold voltage for the spike

detector were set at the beginning of each experiment via digital switches and digital potentiometers. A

microcontroller (ATMEGA 168, Atmel Corp., San Jose, CA) was included on the PCB that controlled the

digital potentiometers and switches.

Besides controlling these digital components, the microcontroller also received the binary output of

the channel 1 spike detector, which it used to a generate spike count and produce a control signal for the

robot every 41 milliseconds. Bluetooth communication was included with the PCB and enabled the user to

communicate wirelessly to the robot. The entire PCB was powered by two 9 volt batteries.

C.2 The Control Algorithm

The control algorithm for the robot was designed to take advantage of the directionality (i.e. an

increase in activity for visual motion in the preferred direction, and a decrease for the anti-preferred
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direction) of motion-sensitive neurons and the motor unit II PDm. As mentioned in the previous section,

the electrophysiology board’s microcontroller received binary representations of neural spikes, and from

these produced a count of spikes which occurred in the last 41 milliseconds. These spike counts were

summed and compared to two user-adjustable spike count thresholds, Thigh and Tlow.

This comparison occurred every 41 milliseconds and allowed the microcontroller to decide whether the

insect was seeing motion, and if so, the direction of the motion (i.e. preferred or anti-preferred). During

the testing phase of the control algorithm it was found that comparing the spike count to the thresholds

every 41 milliseconds was too frequent to produce a smooth control signal, particularly for the muscle

spiking signals which have very slow spike rates. For neural spike rates it was found that integrating two

spike counts, i.e. the number of spikes over the past 82 milliseconds, produced a smoother control signal,

while it was found that integrating muscle spikes from the most recent four spike counts, which created a

164 millisecond time window, allowed the muscle signal to control the robot.

When the spike rate was between the two thresholds, the microcontroller commanded the robot to

stay still, concluding that no motion was being seen. When the spike count was below Tlow it was

concluded that the motion stimulus was in the anti-preferred direction and the robot was commanded to

turn in the anti-preferred direction. When the spike count was above Thigh, it was concluded that the

stimulus was in the preferred direction and the robot was commanded to turn in the same direction. In all

three scenarios a variable x(n), where n is the discrete time, was assigned the values 0, 1, or -1 when the

comparisons concluded “no motion,” “preferred direction motion,” or “anti-preferred direction motion,”

respectively. Due to the jitter that the stochastic nature of the neural and muscular signals caused in the

control signal, it was necessary to include a computationally light low pass filter on the output of the spike

rate comparator, x(n). The low pass filter was in the form:

y(n) = α · y(n− 1) + (1 − α) · x(n) (1)

where, again, x(n) is the current control signal output of the comparator, y(n− 1) was the previous output

of the low pass filtered control signal and y(n) was the current filtered control signal. α is a constant that

can vary between 0 and 1. α values that worked best for eliminating jitter were usually between 0.7 and

0.9. The low pass filter yielded non-integer, floating point values, therefore to maintain the previous
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command paradigm, i.e. assigning directions of motion to three integer values, the output y(n) was also

thresholded. The final direction commands were 1 when y(n) was greater than 0.5, -1 when y(n) was less

than -0.5, and 0 when y(n) was between -0.5 and 0.5. Two pins on the microcontroller formed the 2 bit

digital signal that was sent to the robot. Depending on the actual preferred direction of the neuron or

muscle being recorded, i.e. whether it was left or right, the microcontroller controlled the robot by raising

either of those bits. Table I describes the meaning of the control signal and its 2 bit implementation.

C.3 The Robot

The robotic system on which the moth, the electrophysiology PCB, and the micromanipulator reside

is a BrainStem PPRK robot (Acroname Inc., Boulder, CO). Inside the robot resides a controller board with

a 40 MHz RISC processor, 5 digital input/output lines, and 4 high resolution servo outputs (see Figure 1).

The original robot had three servo wheels along the outer perimeter, equally spaced at 120 degree intervals.

In order to guarantee that the only possible motion that the robot could execute was rotation, the front

wheel was modified into a pivot that was anchored to the floor of the arena. The robot was equipped with

with smooth rubber wheels to facilitate smooth motion. Although the rubber wheels skidded, they created

a net torque that caused the robot to rotate. The velocity of the robot was set in the robot’s software by

assigning a global value to the servos between -127 and 127. The robot’s maximum velocity while carrying

all equipment was 14.18 degrees per second in the clockwise direction and 16.44 degrees per second in the

counterclockwise direction. To ensure that the power supplied to the servos was constant throughout all

experiments, the servos were powered by a DC power supply (HP E3611A, Hewlett-Packard).

D. The experimental arena

D.1 Visual stimuli

The apparatus used as a visual stimulus was a mechanical cylinder patterned on the inside with black

and white stripes. The three spatial frequencies (fs) available for experiments were, 0.02 cycles per degree,

0.04 cycles per degree, and 0.08 cycles per degree. The cylinder was able to rotate about a stationary

platform. This platform served as the stage on which the robot could “behave.” The rotation of the

cylinder was driven by a DC motor in contact with the perimeter of the cylinder. The speed and duration
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of the rotation was controlled by a Grass S88 stimulator (Grass Technologies, West Warwick, RI). The

Grass stimulator provided signals up to 15V, which produced an angular velocity in the arena of up to 27.8

degrees per second. There was a lower bound on speed of 2.8 degrees per second due to static friction in

the DC motor.

Given the above mentioned spatial frequencies (fs) of the stimulus, the maximum and minimum

temporal frequencies (ft) available can be calculated as ft = Va · fs, where Va is the angular velocity of the

drum. The lowest temporal frequency available was 0.056 Hz while the highest was 2.22 Hz. Lepidopteran

visual motion detectors have peaks responses between 1 to 10 Hz (O’Carroll et al., 1996).

D.2 Robot angular position acquisition

The rotation of the moth-robot system was measured using an off-the-shelf webcam and custom

tracking software implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc.) The robot was equipped with three blue

spheres that could be identified by the tracking algorithm and were used as the vertices of a right triangle.

The orientation of this triangle was used to measure the robot’s angular position. The sampling rate was

approximately 4.4 images per second.

IV. Results

The aim of this project was to show that electrophysiological signals from a hawkmoth could drive a

robot. To this end it was necessary to demonstrate the function of each stage of our insect-robot hybrid

system. In this section we give examples of data from brain recordings, muscle recordings, spike detection

and the control of the robot. Part of the development of this system involved testing the system’s ability to

recognize when spiking activity represented responses to preferred and anti-preferred motion stimuli.

Finally, it was crucial to learn if it was possible to perform electrophysiology on the moving robot. On

separate occasions the neural and muscular information was used to control the rotation direction of our

robotic system, thereby emulating the optokinetic response with the insect-robotic hybrid. While our

system was designed to rotate in both directions, we were only able to demonstrate the robot driven by a

biosignal in the preferred direction.

First we demonstrate the function of individual components of our system, including the
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electrophysiological signals from the hawkmoth. Figure 5 a and b demonstrates single spikes recorded with

our device. The peak-to-peak voltage of this particular neural spike was 330 µV, compared to the noise

peak-to-peak voltage of 96.7 µV, roughly one third the size of the action potential. The peak-to-peak

voltage of the muscle spike was 140 µV slightly smaller than the neural spike, while the background noise

for this particular recording was 10.9 µV. While noise levels varied day to day due to electromagnetic

conditions of the experimental setup, in general our custom electrophysiology board performed comparably

to a commercial extracellular amplifier (Ortiz, 2006). The corresponding output of the spike detector (see

Figure 5 c and d) demonstrates examples of the binary spikes produced by the analog circuit spike

detector. Because the spike detector output is the difference of two low-pass filtered signals, the binary

spike produced by the spike detector will be slightly delayed relative to the spike produced by the tissue.

The delay between an example neural spike and its corresponding spike detector output is 1.4 ms, while

the time delay for a muscle spike and its spike detector output is 1.6 ms.

In order to further develop the insect machine interface we needed a well established neural and

muscular signal with simple and discernible information content. Figure 6 shows a recording from a neuron

that responded in this fashion. In this recording, the spiking activity increased from 53 spikes per second

(averaged over 3 seconds) to 71 spikes per second (averaged over 3 seconds) when presented with a visual

stimulus of 0.53 Hz (see Figure 6a). When the neuron was presented with motion in the opposite direction,

the neuron’s activity decreased from 42 spikes per second (averaged over 3 seconds) to 21 spikes per second

(averaged over 3 seconds, see Figure 6b).

In a study by Wendler, Muller and Dombrowski 1993, the II PDm muscle was shown to respond to

yaw motion while the insect is at rest. Although its response was found to be more variable than the

neural response, Figure 6c and d demonstrate that the firing rate of this muscle is modulated by horizontal

motion. The activity in the left II PDm increased when visual motion was leftward, and decreased when

the direction of visual motion is in the rightward direction. Figure 6c shows that when the moth was

presented with a leftward stimulus at 0.68 Hz the firing rate in the muscle increased from 0.7 spikes per

second to 3.3 spikes per second. When the moth was presented with rightward motion, which is the

anti-preferred direction stimulus for the left II PDm, the firing rate decreased from 3 spikes per second to
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0.6 spikes per second (see Figure 6d).

The properties observed in the II PDm muscle and neurons in the optic lobe were exploited to develop

the capability to control our robot with one or the other. Figure 7 shows the open loop response of the

entire insect-robot system, specifically how the visual stimulus can modulate the activity of a visual motion

neuron and consequently the robot’s control signal. This figure illustrates the neural spike rate, the

corresponding spike detector spike rate as well as the control signal from the electrophysiology PCB

microcontroller. The spike rate shown was calculated a posteriori with the same bin size used by the

microcontroller (82 milliseconds) to illustrate the nature of the signal flowing through the system. The

spike rate values of the neural signal demonstrate that the neuron’s firing rate increased when presented

with rightward motion, i.e. when the arena rotated clockwise. During periods of clockwise motion, the

neural firing rate reached 113.6 spikes per second. During the periods of counterclockwise motion, the spike

rate went as low as 34.1 spikes per second. The spontaneous rate prior to stimulation was 48.2 spikes per

second. In every control system, there is an inherent delay at each stage of processing and calculation.

In this section we only present results and save the discussion of the control system latencies for

Section V. In this particular example, the neuron responded to the stimulus 300 milliseconds after the onset

of the preferred direction stimulus. The control signal then commanded the robot to turn 1.72 seconds later

(at t = 3.04), which was 2.04 seconds after the stimulus began. When counterclockwise (anti-preferred)

motion began at 3.49 seconds, the neuron responded 80 ms later (at t = 3.57) while the control signal

shifted to a neutral state indicating “no turn” 370 ms after the the motion stimulus changed direction. The

robot turned in the same direction as the motion stimulus at 4.62 seconds, 1.13 seconds later.

Figure 8 demonstrates a closed-loop example of the cascade of information from visual input, to

neural activity, to control signal and to robot movement. In this particular case, only motion in the

preferred direction was triggered. The resting spike rate of the visual interneuron was 30.2 spikes per

second. When the visual stimulus began moving in the clockwise direction, the spike rate increased to

41.19 spikes per second. The spike rate decreased to 28.6 spikes per second when the stimulus rotated in

the counterclockwise direction. When the stimulus began to rotate in the clockwise direction at t = 57.36

seconds, the neuron responded approximately 230 ms later. The control signal commanded a rightward
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turn 810 ms after the visual stimulus began. When the arena changed to the leftward direction, at t =

62.35 seconds, the neuron responded 76 milliseconds later. The control signal ceased to send a clockwise

command 530 ms after the arena’s change in direction. Because the spike count did not cross the control

algorithm’s lower threshold, the robot did not move in the opposite direction to follow the arena’s rotation.

Instead the spike count fell below the high threshold and the control signal commanded the robot not to

move. In terms of robot response time, the robot began turning at t = 59.67 seconds, 1.5 seconds after the

control signal initiated the turn command. The robot reached an angular velocity of 1.8 degrees per

second, 1 second after robot began to move.

We also developed the capability to control the robot with the spiking activity found in the II PDm

steering muscle, whose activity is modulated by visual stimuli while the moth is at rest. This phenomenon

presented a unique opportunity to control the robot with the output of a direct flight muscle that is

significantly close to the final stage of a behavioral output, that being the flight dynamics produced by wing

movements. Figure 9 demonstrates a recording in which a counterclockwise rotation stimulus increased the

spike rate of the II PDm unit of the left side and caused the robot to rotate in the same direction. When

the muscle responded, the instantaneous spike rate increased from 1.98 spikes per second to 3.54 spikes per

second. The control signal was triggered to command a leftward turn 1.4 seconds after the muscle response

to the visual stimulus. The robot began to move 322 ms after the control signal commanded it to turn left.

V. Discussion

A. The issue of latencies in neural and muscular signals

When studying a closed loop system the issue of latencies must be addressed. At each segment of a

system there exist latencies that are caused by the time it takes for a computation to occur or simply

because a physical system has an inherent inertia that will consume time in order to respond to a force. In

our muscle control experiment, a rather longer than expected latency was observed. The issue of delays or

latencies in insect flight behavior have been studied extensively, particularly in flies. In these studies of

freely flying flies it has been documented that the behavioral response time for a change in rotational

velocity can be 20 to 40 ms (Poggio and Reichardt, 1981), whereas reaction times for sideways velocities

can be as long as 250 ms (Collett and Land, 1975). The latency in the reaction times for visually-sensitive
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descending neurons in the moth have also been documented and ranged from approximately 40 ms to

approximately 190 ms (Sprayberry, 2009). Given that it has also been shown that the integration time for

moth visual motion neurons is long (Theobald, 2004), long latencies in the neural and muscle responses are

to be expected. Although, it was observed that there were times when the muscle signal was completely

absent despite the presence of a visual stimulus. This is corroborated by observations made in other

studies (Wendler et al., 1993) where it was observed that there were times when the II PDm signal was

absent and could only be modulated when it was present.

B. The importance of mechanosensory information

In order to fully understand a neural system as a whole one must consider the sensory inputs that are

relevant to its normal state of function. Although insects, such as flies and moths, have been used as model

systems for understanding the computations underlying vision (Egelhaaf and Borst, 1989; Wicklein and

Varju, 1999; Wicklein and Strausfeld, 2000), these model systems also provide an excellent opportunity to

study the neural mechanisms that integrate mechanosensory information and form coherent behavior. To

test if mechanical input had an influence on muscle spiking activity, we performed an experiment in which

visual input to the moth was eliminated and a mechanical stimulus was introduced. By covering the moth

and programming the robot to execute a left and right rotation routine, we were able to isolate the II PDm

reaction to vibrations caused by the robot’s motion. Figure 10 demonstrates that indeed motion induced

by the robot caused an increase in spike rate of the II PDm unit. The exact source of the mechanosensory

input remains unclear. Previous studies have mentioned that tactile stimulation along the wing causes

activity in the II PDm unit to change (Kammer, 1971; Rheuben and Kammer, 1987). It is possible that

vibrations caused by the robot’s motion were stimulating campaniform sensilla which then caused an

increase in spike rate of the II PDm unit. On the other hand, with flies it has been shown that neck sense

organs have an influence on flight steering behavior (Liske, 1977) and thus mechanosensory organs located

in other regions of the body cannot be ruled out. One can say with some certainty that the activity is not

egomotion related, such as that generated by the gyroscopic systems seen in flies (in the form of halteres,

Pringle, 1948 or that of moths (in the form of its antennae, Sane et al., 2007), since both are functionally

dependent on the combination of vibrations and coriolis forces induced while these sense organs are in
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motion during flight. Although implementing a mechanism into our robotic system that could artificially

introduce vibrations to antennae is certainly possible and would further strengthen our systems ability to

study the neural integration of vision and vestibular motion information.

C. The importance of closed loop models

Because neural systems have evolved and operate under closed-loop conditions, the need to develop

closed-loop models of these systems cannot be understated. This is not to say that closed-loop behaviors

cannot be predicted from open-loop results, but certainly the nonlinearities of individual sensory

modalities, and combinations thereof, can give rise to unpredicted behaviors whose computations are

important to understand (Poggio and Reichardt, 1976). Given that neural and muscle signals can be used

to control our robot (see Figure 8 and 9), our system represents an opportunity to study the various stages

of sensory information that underlie insect flight behavior.

Directional motion visual sensitivity has been demonstrated in primary sensory areas (Wicklein and

Varju, 1999), descending neurons (Rind, 1983), and muscle activity (Wendler et al., 1993). Using these

signals to control our robot will demonstrate how well these various stages can track a motion stimulus. In

classical control theory sensory signals are traditionally processed by operands found in calculus, namely

scalar multiplication, the integral or the derivative. What are the strategies used by the insect neural

system for dealing with sensory and control information? Can they be framed by existing theories of

systems control?

The algorithms developed to decode the information and control our robot at any stage will also give

insights on the neural code of a the insects visual control system. Already we have observed that in order

for the microcontroller to reliably detect anti-preferred direction information from a neural spike rate, the

integration time is longer than what is necessary for the detection of preferred direction stimuli. This is

due to the small change in spike rate from the spontaneous rate in the anti-preferred direction compared to

the large increase in spike rate in the preferred direction. This is interesting because it implies that in

situations where the moth requires quick maneuvering, the control system may rely more on information

transmitted via increases of spike rate.
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D. Argument for biosensors

There are other applications to this insect-robot hybrid besides the scientific. For several years now,

scientists have been researching new methods to exploit the highly sensitive insect sensory systems for the

detection of explosives (King et al., 2004) and even for the detection of chemicals associated with medical

diagnoses (Rains et al., 2008). While most of these methods have relied on classical conditioning and the

insect’s ability to learn, there has also been work in which antennae removed from moths have been

reattached to robots and used as olfactory sensors to track odors (Kuwana et al., 1995). Due to their

relative simplicity, insect sensory systems have also been emulated in vision sensors (Higgins and Pant,

2004; Harrison, 2005). One particular vision sensor emulates the motion sensitive neurons found in flies

and moths (Harrison and Koch, 1998). Yet comparing the size and power consumption of this chip to a

real motion sensitive neuron, then it is clear that engineering is not a par with biology. And when one

considers the entire suite of neurons responsible for interpreting the insects environment, it becomes

enticing to consider integrating the biological sensors that evolution has optimized over hundreds of

millions of years rather than exerting effort engineering sensors that ultimately cannot compete with the

systems they are emulating.

VI. Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to present an insect-robotic system for the study of neural systems

under closed loop conditions. We consider closed-loop conditions to be the situation in which the system is

able to respond to sensory inputs. When this is allowed, the sensory information actually changes

dynamically depending on how the neural system responds to it. In order to reach this goal of having a

system with the full mechanical dynamic range seen in real hawkmoth flight, a number of challenges

remain to be solved and in essence this system is step toward this formidable goal. Yet even to interface a

live insect with a machine, a number of technical obstacles needed to be solved and thus the current system

is at the point where it can be evaluated as a closed-loop system and improved.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Hybrid Insect-Machine Robot. a) Electrophysiological signals were locally processed onboard a

robot and converted to robotic commands by an extracellular amplifier, an analog spike detector and

microcontroller. Two electrodes, a brain and muscle electrode, were connected to two of the three available

channels on the electrophysiology PCB. A copper ground electrode was connected to the remaining

channel. Only one channel (brain or muscle) was used at any given time to provide information to control

the robot. The electrophysiology board’s microcontroller sent commands via a 2 bit link to the robot

microcontroller, which then sent servo control signals to two wheels. b) Photograph of the experimental

system (left) and associated sketch (right) of photograph highlighting major components and their

position. The robot had two wheels (only one seen in this image) and a pivot. The robot either stayed still,

or rotated in either direction about its pivot according to the firing rate of the signal acquired from the

moth (see text for more detail). The robot was equipped with three blue spheres for automated video

tracking (see Figure 2). The present system was intended to emulate a classical optomotor response that

has been the premise of many flying insect neuroethological studies.

Fig. 3 Preparation for brain and muscle electrophysiology. The moth was placed inside a plastic tube,

with the bulk of the thorax sticking out, and immobilized in the tube with dental wax. The head and

antennae were pushed forward and waxed in place. a) Sketch of lateral area of the thorax where the muscle

recording site was located. The recording site is indicated by the X mark. The muscle of interest was the

middle unit of the mesothoracic pleurodorsal muscle (II PDm). b) Sketch of dissection that provided access

to the dorsal region of the optic lobe where populations of wide-field motion sensitive neurons resided. The

recording site is marked with an X.

Fig. 2 Diagram of the arena used to perform experiments. The insect-machine hybrid sat inside an arena

that provided a 360 degree visual motion stimulus. The 14 inch high, 24 inch diameter cylinder rotated

about a stationary platform where the moth’s eyes were positioned 7 inches above the arena floor. The

speed and direction of the arena was recorded by monitoring two black and white strips with separate

phototransistors. The robot’s motion response was measured with a video tracking system that processed

images from a webcam and identified three blue spheres located high on the robot.
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Fig. 4 a) Image of electrophysiology PCB used to acquire bioelectric signals and control the robot. The

three channels are boxed. The PCB was configured so that information from a single channel was used to

control the robot. b) Block diagram of extracellular channel. Each channel had an instrumentation

amplifier, a high pass filter, a low pass filter, and a 60 Hz notch filter. The amplifier gain was distributed

across the first three filters. Each channel also had analog spike detection circuitry that converted the

analog bioelectrical signal to a digital signal; digital signals representing spikes were input to the PCB

single central processing unit (not shown). c) Circuit diagram of extracellular amplifier and spike detector.

The first stage was a differential instrumentation amplifier. It was followed by two single-pole high pass

filters with adjustable gains. The third stage was a Sallen and Key Butterworth low-pass filter with unity

gain. The final stage of the extracellular amplifier was a Twin-T 60 Hz notch filter. The signals were then

fed into an analog circuit spike detector based on a design by Rogers and Harris (2004).

Fig. 5 Examples of individual bioelectrical signals and the corresponding spike detector output. a) and b):

An individual neural spike from the optic lobe and the corresponding spike detector output. c) and d): An

individual spike from the II PDm steering muscle and the corresponding spike detector output.

Fig. 6 Example responses of a visual interneuron (a and b) located in the optic lobe, and the middle unit

of the left pleurodorsal of the mesothorax (c and d), to a horizontal visual motion stimulus. The

underlined regions represent epochs when the visual stimulus was rotating. In a) and b) the rotation of the

stimulus was counterclockwise. In c) and d) the rotation of the stimulus was clockwise. The temporal

frequency of the stimulus for the neuron was 0.53 Hz, and for the muscle, 0.68 Hz.

Fig. 7 An example of an open loop response of the insect-robot hybrid. Extracellular signal from visual

motion sensitive neuron used to control the robot. The temporal frequency of stimulus was 0.0723 Hz The

areas shaded in dark gray indicate when the arena rotated in the clockwise direction. The areas shaded in

light gray indicate when the arena rotated in the counterclockwise direction. a: The spike rates of a motion

sensitive visual interneuron (thick black line) and the corresponding spike detector output (thin black line).

The spike rates were calculated with a bin size of 82 milliseconds. b: The control signal from the

electrophysiology PCB to the robot.
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Fig. 8 A example of a closed loop response of the insect-robot hybrid. Extracellular signal from visual

motion sensitive neuron used to control rotation of robot. The angular velocity of stimulus was 8.91 degrees

per second. The areas shaded in dark gray indicate when the arena rotated in the rightward direction. The

areas shaded in light gray indicate when the arena rotated in the leftward direction. a: The spike rates of a

motion sensitive visual interneuron (thick black line) and the spike detector output(thin black line). The

spike rates were calculated with a bin size of 82 milliseconds. b: The control signal from electrophysiology

PCB to the robot. c: The angular velocity of the robot in response to the robot control signal.

Fig. 9 An example of a closed loop response of the insect-robot hybrid. A II PDm muscle signal is used to

control the rotation of the robot. The grayed area represents the epoch when the visual stimulus was

rotating. Angular velocity of stimulus: 17 degrees per second. a: The spike rates of a II PDm unit (thick

black line) and the spike detector output (thin black line). The spike rates were calculated with a bin size

of 164 milliseconds. b: The control signal from electrophysiology PCB to robot. c: The angular velocity of

the robot in response to the robot control signal.

Fig. 10 Motion of robot affects the spike rate of the II PDm muscle signal. The visual input to the moth

was eliminated by covering the moth’s eyes. The grayed areas indicate epochs when the robot was in

motion. The areas shaded in dark gray indicate when the robot rotated in the clockwise direction. The

areas shaded in light gray indicate when the robot rotated in the counterclockwise direction. a: The II

PDm response to open-loop robot movement measured as a spike rate. The spike rate was calculated with

a bin size of 1 second. b: The robot was moved through a range of angular velocities.
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TABLE I

Description of the 2 Bit Electrophysiology Microcontroller Control Signal

Spike Count Thresholding Bit Representation Resulting Command

Tlow < SpikeCount < Thigh 00 no movement

SpikeCount >= Thigh 01 turn in the preferred direction

SpikeCount < Tlow 10 turn in the anti-preferred direction

not a command 11 not a command
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Adaptive Spike Detection for Brain-Machine Interfaces

Abstract

We present an adaptive spike detection system developed for interfacing neural spiking signals with a

robot. The system is based on a threshold level spike detector and works by automatically adjusting the

threshold based on the amplitude of the largest neural spike in the waveform. We present initial results of

the peak detector circuit that provides the system the information necessary for adjusting the threshold.

We also show the entire system as it adjust the detection threshold to an artificial neural signal whose

amplitude changes over time. The need for this automatic spike detection system stems from a brain

machine interface developed for insects, yet can be applicable to interfaces for humans

Keywords: Insert keywords here
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I. Introduction

Although many researchers have interfaced single and multi-unit recordings from non-human primates

with machines, recently we have shown that this is also possible in a flying insect, the Hawkmoth Manduca

sexta. In this experimental system single unit activity from visual, horizontal motion sensitive neurons

(Wicklein and Varju, 1999) was used to control the horizontal rotation of a terrestrial robot about a fixed

point (Melano and Higgins, 2011). The visual neurons in this area of the moth’s brain encode the direction

of visual sensory motion with their spike rate and can be electrophysiologically identified with relative ease

(Collett and Blest, 1966; Wicklein and Varju, 1999). Visual motion within the receptive field of one of

these neurons causes the firing rate of these neurons to either increase or decrease from a spontaneous rate

when the motion is in a particular direction or when it is in the opposite direction. Our robotic system (see

Figure 1) was designed to exploit this simple encoding with minimal power and computational resources

such that electrophysiological recordings from the animal and the computation to transform neural

information to robotic commands, occurred on the robot. Setting aside the nuances of dealing with insects,

the challenge of reliably converting neuronal information to meaningful robotic actions is similar to that

seen in non-human primate brain machine interfaces (BMI) and thus our project presents an opportunity

to solve problems that may find application in other BMI systems. One particular problem that was faced

in the moth-machine interface was the necessity to detect spikes reliably for long enough to perform

scientific inquiries on the control properties of these neurons.

Neural spike detection is a critical process for the analysis of neural data and for the control of brain

machine interfaces. There are several approaches for the reliable detection of spikes. The most popular

methods include amplitude thresholding, template matching, and energy-based spike detection. Amplitude

thresholding has the least computational cost and is simplest to implement. In the simplest scenario a

spike event is declared when the neural waveform crosses a user specified threshold voltage. Yet, this

method is most appropriate for high signal to noise ratios and gives false positives when presented with

noisy signals. Template matching is another method in which an algorithm scans the neural waveform in

search of snips which match a template spike that is usually defined by a user. A spiking event is declared

when the distance between a segment of the neural waveform and the template is below a user-specified
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threshold. A popular energy-based spike detection method involves the Nonlinear Energy Operator (NEO)

(Kim and Kim, 2000). The output of this particular operator is proportional to the amplitude squared and

frequency squared of the neural waveform (Maragos et al., 1993). The user sets a threshold for the output

of this operator that determines when a spike has occurred. All of the above mentioned methods have their

strengths and weaknesses, mostly having to do with hardware implementation, sensitivity to noise and

computational cost. Obeid and Wolf performed a detailed analysis on the effectiveness of these methods for

Brain Machine Interfacing (Obeid and Wolf, 2004) taking into account these three categories.

While these methods are largely implemented in software, the spike detector on our robot is largely

based on analog signal processing hardware. Analog VLSI circuits have been proposed as appropriate

solutions for spike detection in brain machine interfaces (Rogers and Harris, 2004; Watkins et al., 2004).

The spike detector integrated into our system was based on a circuit design by Rogers and Harris (2004).

This particular design was fitting for our robotic system because it performed its function with analog

components. The analog nature of this circuit implies that computations are performed in real time while

consuming minimal power. The detector was composed of a spike enhancement stage and a user-adjustable

threshold stage. Despite the strengths of this design, the reference voltage did not adapt to signal changes

automatically and thus was not optimal for recordings performed under mechanically adverse environments

in which sudden motion and vibrations caused a neural signal to fall below the detection threshold. Figure

2 demonstrates how a neural signal amplitude rapidly decreased and consequently caused the spike

detector signal to degrade.

The objective of our insect-brain machine interface was to study the computational properties of

single neurons. Therefore, in contrast to the adaptive threshold controller of Watkins et al. (Watkins et al.,

2004) where the design criteria was to detect all neural spiking events above the noise floor, our adaptive

threshold controller operates on the basis that only one cell is to be detected. To improve the Rogers and

Harris spike detector, a new analog circuit was devised that provided the robot’s microprocessor with

information on the peak voltage of the neural signal thus enabling it to update the spike detector’s

reference threshold automatically.

Here we describe our design and demonstrate its performance with prerecorded neural signals as well
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as artificial spikes from a function generator.

II. Adaptive Threshold System Design and Implementation

Overall, we developed an adaptive threshold system which complimented the original spike detection

system included in the original insect-robot hybrid (see Figure 3a). The original spike detection system was

composed of an analog spike detector, ATMEGA168 microcontroller and a digital variable resistor that set

the threshold voltage in the spike detector circuit. Software housed within the microcontroller allowed the

user to set the value of the digital resistor and therefore the reference voltage of the spike detector. The

additional Peak Amplitude Circuit (PAC) (see Figure 3b) was connected to the ADC of the ATMEGA168

microcontroller. The robot’s control software was modified so that the microcontroller sampled the PAC

signal and automatically set the threshold voltage.

A. Circuit Implementation

At the heart of our adaptive threshold system was our PAC (see Figure 3b). This peak detector

circuit was composed of an operational amplifier with a diode and an RC filter at the output. A simpler

peak detector circuit can be made from a single diode with a capacitor attached to the cathode terminal.

But due to the the voltage necessary to pass current through a diode and the variable impedance of a

diode, the voltage values can be very different from the actual waveform peak values. Including an op-amp

with feedback from the diode’s cathode terminal solved these issues. The RC circuit allowed the peak

detector circuit to continuously update the voltage value that represents the peak value of the waveform.

With an RC circuit, the most recent peak voltage value decayed with the time constant of the circuit given

by τ = RC. We chose the time constant of the RC circuit to be 0.022 seconds (R = 1kΩ and c = 220µF ),

which was the interspike interval for a spiking signal at 45 Hz. Moth visual motion neurons have resting

spike rates between 30 Hz and 40 Hz. When stimulated with motion, the neural spike rates reach well

above 100 Hz.

B. Methods For Testing the Adaptive Threshold System

The PAC was tested with recorded neural data while the adaptive threshold system was tested with

artificial neural spikes generated with a function generator. The neural signals were recorded with a 1 MΩ
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tungsten electrode and were high pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 300 Hz and low passed filtered

with a cutoff frequency of 5 kHz. The impedance of the electrode was such that it was suitable for high

signal-to-noise, single unit, extracellular recordings. The neural signals were then converted to audio wave

files in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.). Neural signals were fed in to the PAC by connecting the audio

output of a PC computer to the circuit with a modified stereo audio cable. A function generator was used

to test the overall adaptive threshold system due to the convenience of modulating the amplitude of a

spiking signal and thus testing the entire adaptive threshold system in a controlled fashion.

III. Results

Once the components for the PAC were chosen, its performance was tested with an artificial neural

signal. Figure 4 demonstrates the output of the PAC. The signal was an audio wave file of a real neural

recording from a moth visual neuron recorded in our laboratory. The neural record began at zero volts and

increased to an average amplitude of 0.6136 V (st. dev. = 0.0389 V). In response to the prerecorded neural

signal, the PAC produced a signal of 0.60 V. The resistors and capacitors caused the signal of the PAC to

have a delayed response. In this example 0.21 seconds passed before the signal reached 63% of the steady

state voltage. At the end of this neural record the average peak was 0.3532 V (st. dev. = 0.06122 V).

Correspondingly, the PAC signal average was 0.3146 V (st. dev. = 0.0091).

To demonstrate the entire adaptive threshold system as it adjusted the spike detection threshold for a

signal of decreasing height, we fed a signal from a function generator with a 30 Hz spiking waveform. The

entire demonstration is composed of a section in which the adaptive threshold system was off, which is the

first section, and a section where the system was on (represented as the shaded area). In the first section

the spike detector threshold was manually set to 1.3 V, which was the highest value possible before spikes

were no longer detected. In the section labeled (e) it is apparent that the spike amplitude was decreased

from 3.9 V to 2.1 V. As expected, the spike detector threshold remained at 1.3 V and the spike detector

output remained at zero (see Figure 5e). Once the adaptive system was turned on the spike detector

threshold adjusted itself to a voltage value that is a multiple of the PAC signal. Eventually the positive

peak of the simulated neural spikes begins to decrease as does the output of the PAC. Figure 5d

demonstrates how the spike detector threshold decreased. Indeed, the Adaptive Threshold system was able
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to adjust the spike detector threshold such that spikes were detected at peak values that were not

detectable when the Adaptive System was off (compare 5 (e) and (f)). Furthermore, the spike detector

performed at voltage peaks that were smaller (compare 5 (e) and (f)).

IV. Discussion

While the amplitude circuit is a classical textbook circuit (Hill and Horowitz, 1998), to our knowledge

it has never been applied to a neural spike detection circuit. Further more, the implementation of electrical

circuits for neural spike detection remains largely undeveloped. In this paper we demonstrate a significant

improvement of a previously published spike detection circuit intended for human brain machine interfaces

(Rogers and Harris, 2004). This circuit performed neural spike enhancement by removing high frequency

noise and large amplitude, low frequency oscillations. The strength of this design lies in its low

false-positive ratio (due to the attenuation of high frequency noise), and its low sensitivity to large baseline

shifts (such as those seen in typical primate and rat brain recordings, Buzsaki, 2006). The major weakness

of this design is its lack of autonomy. In every recording session, the user must manually set the threshold

of the spike detection stage. While this may be acceptable for an experiment in which all environmental

factors (e.g. mechanical isolation from vibrations) are tightly controlled, this aspect must be improved if it

is to be implemented in real brain machine interfaces. The improvement that we propose in this paper is to

amend a system that can gain information about the height of the spike amplitude and adaptively set the

spike detection threshold.

Although our adaptive spike detection system was tailored for our insect brain-machine interface (i.e.

gathering control information from single units), we believe that this system can be practical in other

applications. In terms of spike detectors for brain machine interfaces, our system could also compliment a

system that estimates the variance of the noise (Watkins et al., 2004). Both systems could be used to gain

estimates of the signal-to-noise ratio of the raw brain signal, which neither of the individual systems can

estimate on their own. A knowledge of the SNR ratio could help with understanding the quality of the

recording electrode and also with selecting the most appropriate spike sorting algorithm. Our adaptive

spike detection system could also find applications in neurosurgical settings. According to Kim and

McNames 2003, there are scenarios in which activity of the most prominent neural spikes can give
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information about the extent of a patient’s movement disorder. They also proposed an adaptive spike

detection system for the detection of the most prominent spikes. But the system is fully software based

and is computationally intense, which makes our real-time, low-power consumption system an attractive

alternative.

V. Conclusion

The convergence of engineering and neuroscience has led to the exciting field of Brain Machine

Interfacing, the potential to reanimate paralyzed humans, and the ability study neural systems under novel

conditions (Carmena et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2002). Recently it has been also demonstrated that the

brains of moths also can be interfaced with robots for the purpose of studying neural systems under

closed-loop conditions (Melano and Higgins, 2011). A key aspect of efficient BMIs is the detection of neural

spikes. Although many algorithms exist for the detection and categorization of neural spikes (Snider and

Bonds, 1998; Yang and Shamma, 1988; Garcia et al., 1998; Cocatre-Zilgien and Delcomyn, 1990; Kim and

McNames, 2007), these systems are heavily software based. Recently there have been novel spike detection

systems based on analog hardware (Rogers and Harris, 2004; Watkins et al., 2004).

There are several factors that can affect the performance of a neural spike detector embedded in a

BMI, a major one being that the amplitude of the neural signal may change. This creates the demand for

adaptable spike detectors with the capability to automatically adjust parameters in order to respond to

uncontrollable changes in a signal. As shown in Figure 2, a neural signal of a brain that resides on top of a

mobile robot quickly deteriorated while the robot was in motion. Because this was a recurring problem

with our robot, we designed an adaptable threshold spike detection system that rests an analog circuit that

provides information on the peak amplitude of the neural signal and thus can be used, via a

microcontroller, to continuously adjust the detection threshold of a spike detector if and when the brain

signal itself changes. Here we presented an adaptive threshold spike detector system which complimented a

pre-existing spike detector system used to interface an insects brain to a mobile robot. The function of this

adaptive system has been demonstrated with artificial signals similar to those created with high

signal-to-noise ratio, single unit, extracellular recordings. Interestingly, our system stems from studies

conducted on a insect BMI. Considering its novelty this system gives credibility to using insect model
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systems for the development of BMI technologies that can be later applied to humans.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 Hybrid Insect-Machine Robot. a) Electrophysiological signals are locally processed onboard a robot

and converted to robotic commands by an extracellular amplifier, an analog spike detector and

microcontroller. Two electrodes, a brain and muscle electrode, can be connected to two of the three

available channels on the electrophysiology PCB. A copper ground electrode is connected to the remaining

channel. Only one channel is used to provide information to control the robot. The microcontroller sends

commands via a 2 bit link to the robot microcontroller, which then sends servo control signals to two

wheels. b) Photograph of the experimental system (left) and associated sketch (right) of photograph

highlighting major components and their position . The electrophysiology PCB, which is also equipped

with its own microprocessor, sends commands to the robot based on this control signal. The robot has two

wheels (only one seen in this image) and a pivot. The robot will either stay still, or rotate in either

direction about its pivot according to the firing rate of the signal acquired from the moth (see text for

more detail). The robot is equipped with three blue spheres for automated video tracking (see Figure 3).

The present system is intended to emulate a classical optomotor response that has been the premise of

many flying insect neuroethological studies.

Fig. 2 a) A neural recording from an insect while it was controlling a robot. The arrow indicates when the

quality of the neural signal significantly deteriorates. The sudden drop in amplitude was likely due to

mechanical vibrations during motion of the robot. b) The spike detector output that corresponds with the

neural signal in (a). The thick bar on the lower right highlights a section when the detection of spikes was

clearly deteriorated.

Fig. 3 a) A diagram of the extracellular amplifier, spike detector and adaptive threshold system. An analog

circuit receives amplified and filtered neural signals and outputs a signal that was representative of the

amplitude of the neural signal. This neural amplitude signal was connect to the ADC of a microcontroller

which reads this signal and set a voltage threshold (denoted as the threshold signal) for spike detection.

The spike detector was an analog circuit whose final stage was a Schmidt trigger. The threshold to the

Schmidt trigger was set by the threshold signal set by a microcontroller. b) A diagram of the Peak

Amplitude Circuit (PAC). The circuit gates the passage of the positive component of the neural signal.
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Fig. 4 The output of the Peak Amplitude Circuit (PAC) in response to a rerecorded neural signal.

Fig. 5 The adaptive threshold system functioning with artificial neural signals produced with a function

generator. Ungrayed region indicates when the adaptive threshold system was off. Grayed region indicates

when the adaptive threshold system was on. Insets demonstrate the neural spikes and the corresponding

spike detector output. a) The artificial neural signal with varying amplitudes. b) The spike detector

output. c) The Peak Amplitude Circuit (PAC) output. d) The threshold value for the spike detector.

Insets (e)-(g) are enlarged sections of the spike detector and artificial neural signal. The section that they

correspond to can be seen above the Simulated Neural Spike signal. e) The inset demonstrates the decrease

in amplitude on the neural signal and the transition from neural spikes triggering the spike detector to no

spike detector despite the clear presence of neural spikes. f) The inset demonstrates that the adaptive

threshold system was able to adjust the spike detector threshold to maintain spike detection at the same

neural spike amplitudes seen in (e). g) The inset demonstrates that the adaptive threshold system adjusts

the spike detector and enables the detection of neural spikes smaller than those seen in (f).
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